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A Special Issue Conference Proceeding Paper
IntroductionBusiness education has been signed out as an important discipline that plays a veryimportant part in providing individuals at all age levels with the ability to functioneffectively in the business world. It involves the acquisition of knowledge, skills,understandings and attitudes to perform in the world of business as a producer and/orconsumer of goods and services that business offers. Olaniyan and Ttiloye (2012) observedthat business education programme represents a broad and diverse discipline that isincluded in all types of educational delivery systems – elementary, secondary and postsecondary. It includes education for office occupations, business teaching, businessadministration and economic understanding. It is an integral part of general educationwhich involves the acquisition of practical skills, attitudes, understanding and knowledgeof occupations in various sectors of the economy. Otijole in Olaniyan and Titiloye (2012)noted that business education plays a dual role of preparing the individuals for gainful anduseful employment after leaving school as well as educating them to be intelligentconsumers of the goods and services of business. Utoware and Edionwe (2012) said thatbusiness education is the education for the acquisition and development of skills andcompetencies, attitudes and attributes which are necessary for efficiency of the economicsystem. Ulinfun in Aliyu (2001) viewed business education as education for business or
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Abstract: The paper examined the various ways of
sourcing funds to argument government contribution
towards implementation of effective business education
programme in tertiary institutions in Nigeria. It is an
expository research design using secondary data. The
paper explored the concept of business education,
examined the current method of funding business
education programme in public tertiary institutions in
Nigeria and the way forward.
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training in business skills which are required for use in business office, clerical occupationand business policy analyses. Osuala (2004) sees business education as a programme ofinstruction which consists of two parts: Office education – a vocational educationprogramme for office career through initial refresher and upgrading education leading toemployability and advancement in the office occupations; and General Education, aprogramme to provide students with information and competencies, which are needed byall in managing personal business affairs and in using the services of the business world.Mulan in Utoware and Edionwe (2012) opined that the success of any businesseducation programme depends largely on the objectives of the programme, availability ofequipment, adequate textbooks, a well-defined curriculum and availability of effective andefficient teaching staff, as well as other educational resources.According to Ademola (2000), economic hard times has forced many Nigerian torecognize and accept the potentialities of business education in insulating them from thediscomfort of unemployment and employability. A good system of business educationprogramme provides a social manpower foundation for technological and industrialgrowth. Thus, the attention which business education has received since theimplementation of the National policy on Education is partly traceable to the vicissitudes ofthe economic down turn which accentuated in the early 1980s.Ademola (2002) noted that in the past, business education at all levels in publicschools was being financed by the government through regular allocation of funds,students through tuition and development levies. Despite these major sources of funds tobusiness education system, there exists acute shortage of funds to implement fully thebusiness education programmes. The effect of this lack of adequate funds can be observedin shortage of infrastructure in many schools, ill equipped business education laboratoriesand irregular payment of teachers’ salaries.Since it has become clear that the government alone can no longer effectively fundbusiness education there is need to assist the government identify sources of funds for theimplementation of the business education programme, especially at the tertiary level ofeducation in Nigeria. This paper is, therefore, a modest attempt to identify the various waysof sourcing of funds to argument government contribution for business educationprogramme in tertiary institutions in Nigeria.
Design of the studyThis is purely an expository research design using secondary data.Ibigbami (2000) observed that business education is categorized into basic businesscourses namely, Economics, Commerce, Accounts, Secretarial clusters and DistributiveEducation. All these courses are competency based and career oriented, hence, the multi-faceted nature of business education is a problem to the teacher and the nation. Today,education is very expensive and business education is even more expensive. The present-day business education requires the use of expensive equipment and machines as well asspecialized and skilled manpower. It is, therefore, capital intensive.Yabani in Ibigbami (2000) noted that the National Policy on Education (1981:20)acknowledged five types of technical institutions outside the University system, but Yabanihowever, indicated three broad classifications. They are:1. Vocational Schools at post primary level for production of artisans leading to TradeTest Certificate awarded by the Ministry of Labour.
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2. Technical Colleges at Post Junior Secondary school level for production of Craftsmenand Master Craftsmen leading to the award of the Federal Craft Certificate and theWEAC Technical commercial certificates which has been replaced by (NTC) andAdvanced National Technical Certificate (ANTC) for courses based on NBTEcurricula.3. The Polytechnic/Colleges of Technology and similar post secondary institutions likeColleges of Agriculture, which offer courses leading to the National Diploma (OND)and Higher national Diploma (HND) and produce technicians and HigherTechnicians/technologists.These were contained in the National Board for Technical education’s report submitted tothe National council on education in 1987. This submission leaves out a fourth and indeed,an important category  recognized by the national Policy on education itself. This is theTechnical education of which business education is part at post secondary level, yet outsidethe University system namely, Colleges of Education (Technical).
Funding Business Education in Tertiary Institutions in NigeriaIbigbami (2000) said that the biggest problem facing business education today isinadequate funding. Most times, the subvention granted  to the institutions runningbusiness education courses are not enough and would not come in good time to meet thebasic recurrent expenditure, which is the payment of salaries and allowances when theyfall due. The other recurrent expenditure known as other charges for the proper day to dayrunning of business education programmes in these institutions are not forth coming.Hence, there are dilapidated structures and abandoned equipment which were conceivedfor providing business education. The running cost of the items are too prohibitive for theinstitutions lean financial resources.Related to the inadequate subvention is the late release of subvention. This, coupledwith the low level of workshop fees paid by students, compared with the correspondingexpenses to be covered is flimsily inadequate. There are funding gaps between the budgetssubmitted by business education institutions and the amount released to them by thegovernment. In fact government subventions to these institutions have not kept pace withstudent’s enrolment growth.Business education programmes in Nigeria’s tertiary institutions have not beenadequately funded despite the fact that science, technology and vocational educationremain the prerequisites for national development. The authenticity and fulfillment ofthese statements lie on adequate funding of this sector of education. Adeyemi (2005)highlighted this point by stating that the strategy for the technological advancement of anynation must give top priority to the provision of adequate funds, high caliber staff and highquality equipment to the institutions responsible for training and research in technology.Unfortunately, in Nigeria, these institutions seem not to be given the attention andconsideration they deserve. The departments offering business education programmes inthe institutions are ill-equipped, ill financed and their staff and students are not providedwith adequate encouragement and incentives. For these reasons, these programmes havebeen in poor state. There is inadequate quantity and quality of instructional equipment,insufficient number of quality academic staff and classrooms. There is also lack ofmaintenance culture, inadequate provision of the latest technologies in business education,
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inadequate supply of consumables, machines and equipment spare parts, inadequatetraining and retraining for already serving staff. This is also in line with Ezeugwu (2009)who pointed out that insufficient fund for business education programmes has hamperedthe progress of all levels of education. Business education remains the prerequisites fornational development.Adetunji (1994) lamented that due to the difference between the time agreed uponfor fund release and the actual time of availability from government, heads of institutionsundertake a lot of shoddy jobs and projects. Apart from this fact, the quality of teaching andresearch has dropped and qualified teachers and professionals lined-away for other sectorsof the economy. Adetunji was of the view that alternative sources of fund should be foundto supplement government resources. Adetunji noted that as far as Nigeria is concerned, noactual serious attempts has been made to estimate the costs involved in programmes ofbusiness education. All efforts geared towards this end has been on paper. Businesseducation has continued to be under financed, when considered in relation to the tasks tobe undertaken, and when compared to other sectors of education, and this is due to:Firstly, lack of national policy and clarity over purpose and significance of businesseducation on the part of the government.Secondly, the civil service, especially Ministries of Education, and labour to mentionbut a few, are controlled by people who themselves were trained at a time when businesseducation was not conceived as being important. To most of them, even parliamentarians,the other sectors of education are the normal and proper ones; business education is notmore than a peripheral frill, and hence, funds meant for her are usually brutalized by them.Whenever there is any economic or finance belt-tightening, business education votes arethe first to be cut.Thirdly, business education is looked upon as a semi-professional job, one better leftfor the willing, unpaid and other volunteers.Fourthly, there is the conviction that learners should pay for their education andthat only by doing so will the facilities provided be appreciated.All these constitute problems to policy issues n funding of business education,especially from government in the context of prevailing social, economic and politicalrealities. Worse still, the formulae used for allocation is biased.Ibigbami (2000) said that the principle underlying the funding of Businesseducation is that there is a minimum level of funding below which the programme cannotbe effective and should not be attempted. This is because of the capital intensive anduncompromising nature of the programmes due to the following reasons:1) High demand for equipment and specialized manpower unlike the othereducational programmes;2) Provision of funds for continuous research and development.3) Acquisition of equipment, based on changing technology.4) Construction and maintenance of infrastructures5) Funding of students practical experience schemes
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6) Payment of remunerations for the varying categories of business personnel.7) Staff development programmes and activities.8) The repairs, rehabilitation and refurbishing of equipment and tools9) Training and retraining of students and employees on improved facilities andequipment.10) Ideal administrative structures suitable for business education institutions andprogrammes management.11) Adequately supplementing the resources of business education trainees as ameans of motivating them.12) Follow-up, supervision, inspection and studies on employees and practitionersin Business Education.13) The trainer/teacher/lecturer of a group of skill should be a master of relevantoccupation.Titiloye (2008) said that the greatest problem of business education is inadequate funding.Titiloye noted that enough funds is needed to purchase equipment to constantly service themachines, to replace outdated accessories and to purchase necessary materials that can aidin teaching and learning process. This financial involvement scares a lot of institutions fromestablishing business education department in their institutions. Alakpa (2012) lamentedthat in most of the tertiary institutions in Nigeria, business education is poorly funded andthis has affected the quality of business education graduates turned out yearly. Okeke andEze in (2012) regretted that poor funding has created a serious challenge to the successfulimplementation of business mandate in Nigeria. Okeke and Eze noted that businesseducation is capital intensive, and therefore needs funds to procure computer system,typewriters, furniture and sizeable laboratories to make the programme become effectiveand efficient and as it is found in most developed nations.Agbo (2012), identified the following strategies currently used in funding ofbusiness education programmes in tertiary institutions in Enugu State of Nigeria (1)increases in school fees, (2) periodic fund raising by the management, (3) renting offacilities, (4) establishment of bookshops; (5) leasing of typing pools; (6) student uniondues; (7) donations from clubs and organizations; (8) donations from Alumni association;(9) launching of departmental journals; (10) proceeds from organizing social activities;(11) establishing photocopying centers; (12) sale of stationeries; (13) governmentallocations; (14) government grants; (15) development levies by students; (16) PTA levies;(17) interest on banked money.
The Way ForwardAgbo (2012), however, opined that the current strategies in use in the funding of businesseducation programme in tertiary institutions in Enugu State Nigeria, are not adequateenough to solve their problems, and consequently, Agbo suggested the following innovativestrategies for effective funding of business education programme in tertiary institutions inEnugu State: (1) reserving a certain percentage of property tax collected by the state for the
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funding of business education; (2) reserving a certain percentage company tax to businesseducation; (3) annual contributions by the users of business education products; (4)establishment of endowment fund by the community where the programme is situated; (5)establishment of endowment fund by philatrophic organization; (6) establishment andoperating of business centres by departments; (7) establishment and operating of cybercafé by the departments; (8) organizing short term course for secretarial staff; (9)organizing workshop and seminar for practicing secretarial staff; (10) commercializing thetyping of students projects; (11) special allocation of funds to the department of businesseducation; (12) offering secretarial services at cost to the public; (13) organizing in-servicetraining at cost especially on ICT; (14) special technological education tax on operators ofbusiness centres and cyber cafes within the local government area where the programme issituated; (15) special technology education levy by business education students; (16)establishment of a commercialized relaxation centre such as cinema and video clubs by thebusiness education department; (17) donations from Alumni  Association; (18) donationsfrom clubs and organizations, (19) periodic funds raising by the management; (20) intereston banked money; (21) proceeds from organizing social activities; (22) launching ofdepartmental journals; (23) establishment of bookshop.Ademola (2000) suggested the following strategies for the funding of businesseducation programmes in tertiary institutions in Nigeria.
Registered companies/parents1. By giving loans and scholarships to outstanding students.2. By donating buildings and supply of equipment to schools for businesseducation.3. Admitting students for work experience freely.4. Donations to the Business Education Endowment Fund
Federal, State and Local Government1. Motivating and encouraging community to assist in embracing the sponsor ofprojects needed by business education schools.2. Organizing drama and exhibitions and using the money realized for promotingbusiness education programmes.3. Giving special grant up to 20%, 10% and 5% respectively of income tax in additionto budgetary allocation to business education4. Tolls collected from roads, allocating about 10% of it to business education.

Clubs and Societies/Religious Bodies1. By giving loans and scholarships to deserving students2. By providing prices and trophies to be competed for.
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3. Providing equipment for Business Education programmes.The ingredients and techniques found out to be useful for stimulating the supply of fundsaccording to Ademola (2000) are:1. Business Education could organized seminars, workshops and conferences to makethe populace realize the importance of Business Education and the need for thecommunity and general public to support it.2. Through exhibition by the business community the general public could beconvinced to finance business education.3. A national Board for Financing Business Education should be set up comprisingrepresentatives of different bodies. Company representatives, religious bodies,parents, club and societies etc.4. Appeals could be made to individuals, organizations, clubs and societies etc. to comeforward and support business education programme.
ConclusionFor business education to be effective, it must be adequately supported financially by allconcerned. If Nigerians could pull their resources together to finance business education asidentified by this paper, then adequate foundation must have been provided for the mostdesired sustainable development of Nigeria.
RecommendationsA number of sources have been identified for generating funds to complement governmentsubvention; but because of the intermittent nature of these sources, searches for mostreliable sources of funding business education should be explored. The following are,therefore, recommended:1) Legislation on education should have a section relating specifically to businesseducation, indicating government intention to allot certain percentage for therunning of business education programme in Nigeria. It should be recalled that theUnited Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)advocated 26% budgetary allocation to education funding by developing nations.Therefore, Federal, State and Local governments in Nigeria should agree on acertain percentage to be devoted  to business education in Nigeria becauseeverybody needs the products of business education.2) Education Trust Fund ETF should set apart a certain percentage of its fundsspecifically for the running of business education in tertiary institutions in Nigeria.3) Registered companies in states where business education programmes are run intertiary institutions should be compelled to give certain percentage of their profitsfor the funding of business education.
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4) Communities and individuals should give scholarships to outstanding students.They should also erect buildings and buy equipment for business educationdepartment in consultation with the relevant authorities of the institutions.5) States and National Assemblies should determine the school fees and other levieswhich students should pay, if necessary, and such funds should be properlymanaged and accounted for.
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INTRODUCTIONElectric power is the rate per unit time of energy consumption in an electrical circuit. Itssupply and production are very vital to sustainable development of any nation. Nigeriawith a population of about 200 million as stated by Worldometers (2019) (which relies onUnited Nation’s estimates) needs sustainable power supply to properly utilize herpotentials in industrialization, agriculture, health, education, human capital development,etc. Abdullahi (2016) stated that with electrical energy, the people are empowered to work
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Abstract: The study examines issues and challenges of
privatization of Nigeria’s power with special interest in
issues and challenges in Nigeria’s power sector, measures
taken by government in tackling the issues and challenges
and benefits of privatized power sector in Nigeria. In
doing this, secondary data sourced from books, journals
and publications were used. Questionnaire comprising 3
research questions was administered to 50 professionals
in financial engineering and technology. The
questionnaire was constructed using Likert Five-Point
Scale Response and analyzed using weighted mean. This
methodology revealed that inadequacy of gas for firing
turbines, community issues over bidding and ownership,
cost recovery challenge due to over -priced power plants,
transmission issues, the Multi Year Tariffs Orders, end user
tariffs, settlement of workforce, etc. are the issues and
challenges of privatization of Nigeria’s power sector.
Implementation of Power Reform Act, protection of
consumers’ power right, avoidance of skyrocketed
electricity bill among others were recommended for
tackling the identified issues and challenges.
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A Special Issue Conference Proceeding Paper
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from the domestic level and the cottage industries, through the small-scale and mediumindustries to employment in the large-scale manufacturing complexes. He also stated thatdepriving people of electric power is tantamount to castration. Therefore, inadequatesupply of electricity will make production and distribution of goods and services virtuallyimpossible. While erratic supplies of electricity disrupt production, voltage fluctuationsnegatively affect the durability of machines. Enhanced electricity generation anddistribution can thus, raise the efficiency and effectiveness of Nigeria’s economy forsustainable national development. The electric power industry across the world is beingderegulated at wholesale price level. The policy and strategic change, in whatever form itfinally takes, will make great impacts on electricity supply in Nigeria.However, it is sad to note that Nigeria as reported by Humwapwa (2019) producesjust 4,000MW while South Africa (an African country like Nigeria) with a population ofabout 60 million, produces 51,309MW. Humwapwa (2019) also reported that over theyears, the Federal Government of Nigeria tried various means, strategies and reforms togrow the power sector and to make it work, but all attempts have been an exercise infutility. While the already terrible power supply situation in the country is hitting hard onNigerians and the economy, the Distribution Companies (DISCOs) have at the same timebeen defrauding electric power customers with outrageous electric bills. The charge ismore than the officially approved rate. These companies have steadily been adding moreinsult to the injury of suffering Nigerians through the issuance of exorbitant monthlyelectricity bills that are over and above what is actually consumed. DISCOs inherited thisfraudulent practice from the defunct Power Holding Company of Nigeria (PHCN).Unfortunately, the practice has been going on for years and has become endemic but needto be stopped.Privatization is contract with nongovernmental sector that engages them in theproduction and provision of the good and services that were hitherto exclusively providedby the government. It has a wide range of coverage in models and methods depending onpractitioners. Thus, has no particular meaning. Developing countries adopt privatization asa result of crises in financial management, infrastructural decay and inability of thegovernment to manage public enterprises. Others reasons are based on need for delivery ofquality services to their growing populace through outsourcing, divestiture, public privatepartnership, franchising, etc.It is a common knowledge that regular power supply is very important for rapideconomic growth. Attempts by successive Nigerian governments at industrialization andrapid economic growth have been hampered by incessant power failure. Presently, thepower sector in Nigeria is privatized with no meaningful improvement. The privatization ofthe power sector is aimed at solving problem in the sector which among others include: -limited access to power, inadequate generation and usage of power capacity, conflictingroles between government and holding companies. It is worth stating here that privatizingthe arms of the power sector (e.g. generation, transmission, distribution, etc.) is nowbecoming a global practice.At the moment, Nigeria uses four sources of energy namely natural gas, oil, hydroand coal. It is a common knowledge to experts in Nigeria’s power sector that energy used inthe sector is heavily dependent on petroleum. This is worrisome as it has increasedgreenhouse gas emissions and slowed down the development of alternative forms ofenergy. Ahiuma-Young, Obasi & Ejoh (2017) reported that the power situation in the
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country, especially in 2016, was precarious. They also stated that the feeling amongNigerians is that the defunct PHCN is better than the DISCOs, GENCOs; insisting that manyconcerned Nigerians are calling for a review of the privatization of the power sector so asto return it to public control. Unfortunately, the feeling has not stopped today. The situationis really worrisome when expectations were high that privatization would be the muchawaited proverbial messiah to teething problem of inadequate power supply in Nigeria.The poor performance of Nigeria's power sector over the years is seen as evidenceof ineffectiveness of successive governments. However, the situation has not improvedmuch since the privatization of much of the power sector in recent years, even withcontinued government subsidies for some users. Now, faced by economic misfortuneoccasioned by corruption, insecurity, maladministration and dwindling income due mainlyto the collapse of global oil prices, the present administration in Nigeria has the challengeof convincing unsatisfied electricity consumers that they must accept substantial increasesin energy tariffs if the country is to achieve constant, stable and nationwide electricitysupply. These myriads of problems have bedevilled Nigeria for long. The endemic powercrises came as a result of the inability of the existing plants to meet the ever increasingdemand. The supply-demand gulf exists because of reasons namely obsolete anddilapidated plants with low installed capacity, poor maintenance culture, poor managerialefficiency.No doubt, electric power supply is the heartbeat of Nigeria’s economy. It is very vitalto sustainable development of the country. It is an important input to production. As such,any issue affecting it, is treated with utmost importance because the Nigerian public with apopulation of over 190million will benefit a lot from any research work carried out onprivatization of the power sector. The country needs sustainable power supply to properlyutilize her potentials in industrialization, agriculture, health, education, human capitaldevelopment, etc. She has to join the electric power industry across the world that is beingderegulated or privatized at the wholesale price level. This deregulation or privatizationpolicy change, in whatever form it takes, has far-reaching impacts on electricity production,transmission, distribution and consumption by private and public utilities. It is against thisbackdrop that this paper examined the issues and challenges in the privatized power sectorin Nigeria in an attempt at finding lasting solution to an endemic problem.  Thus, the studyseeks to:1. Ascertain the issues and challenges in Nigeria’s power sector?2. Identify the measures taken by government in tackling the issues and challenges?3. Identify the benefits of privatized power sector in Nigeria?
LITERATURE REVIEWElectric power is the rate at which electric circuit transfers electrical energy to units wherethe power is consumed. The electrical energy is converted to another form, such as motion,heat, or an electromagnetic field. The common symbol for power is block letter P. The S.I.Unit of measurement for electric power is watts.1kW = 1000W.In utility consumption, the kilowatt (kW) is often specified instead. One watt is thepower resulting from an energy dissipation, conversion, or storage process equivalent toone joule per second. The electric power P is equal to the energy consumption E divided bythe consumption time t:
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, P is the electric power in watt (W), E is the energy consumption in joule (J) and tis the time in seconds (s).On the other hand, privatization is the contract with the nongovernmental sectorengaging them in the production and provision of the good and services that were hithertoexclusively provided by the government. When a sector is privatized, government ownedenterprises are traded-off to profit minded investors who operate freely in a capitalisteconomy. Rouse (2019) stated that privatization may entail either outright sale ofgovernment-held assets or removal of trade restrictions that have been preventinginvestors from competing with government. She also stated that it is an ongoing trend inmany parts of the developed and developing world. King (2014) stated that moving abusiness from government ownership to private ownership improves the profit incentiveas the new owners will focus on return on investment. Rouse (2019) further statedproponents of privatization insist that the competition which privatization brings into theeconomy encourages efficiency more than public controlled enterprise while  critics ofprivatization maintain that social amenity services such as healthcare, education, lawenforcement and the like should not be privatized so as to ensure equitable access to thepopulace.
The Challenges of Privatization of Power Sector in NigeriaThe challenges of privatization of power sector in Nigeria include among others: thechallenge of commencement, finance, inadequate gas supply determination of tariff,fraudulent practices, settling employees’ packages.
The Challenge of CommencementIt is worrisome to note that organizations that in the generation, transmission anddistribution of electricity are still battling with commencement challenges till date. TheTransmission Company of Nigeria is also facing initial challenge of fund as it requires about$4.4billion to increase power transfer capacity, make the network more stable and reliable,and to increase transmission capacity to 16,843 MW by end of 2018 (Edukugbo, 2014.).Obasi & Anyasina (2014) reported that recent poll conducted by NOI Polls showed thatelectricity supply in Nigeria worsened in the last quarter (Q4) of 2013. According to them,the report stated that although power supply to households worsened in Q4, nevertheless,majority of Nigerians (70 percent) were hopeful about the ongoing reform in the powersector. The report indicated that an average of 46 percent of Nigerians received continuouspower supply at not more than 4 hours daily, while 17 percent claimed not receiving anypower supply in their various homes. The Poll however, noted that in Q4, there was animprovement in the nation’s power sector as the privatisation process was taken to thenext level. Unfortunately, these challenges are still there as reported by Humwapwa(2019).
FinanceKalu and Mbanasor (2004) defined finance as the science of money management. The mainfocus of finance is investments; and investment is interested in the behaviour of assets andliabilities within a specified period. It does not neglect uncertainty and risk. The powersector is a highly capital intensive industry that requires huge amount of money. It is acommon knowledge that most of the investors that acquired the unbundled governmentowned Power Holding Company of Nigeria (PHCN) borrowed money from banks and
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having acquired these loans from these banks, continuous financing of the projects willbecome a huge task. Oketola (2013) reported that Nigerian banks provided 70 per cent ofthe funds in loans and equity of the N404bn paid for the power assets. He stated that theacquired loans and federal government intervention funds disbursed through MoneyDeposit Banks will not be sufficient to fast track the rapid turn- around expected in thesector. Further challenge he noted, is that the estimated $4.28bn required capitalexpenditure and rehabilitation expenditure is hoped to be provided by indigenous banks.The expected spending by disco is to cover the following areas: provision of powertransformers, metering, health, safety and environmental practices, reduction in thenumber of customer interruptions due to network faults, new customer connections andnetwork expansion, improving customer services and complaints handling procedures.As result of water, gas and transmission line constraints, the Nigerian ElectricitySupply Industry as reported by Humwapwa (2019), incurred an aggregated loss of aboutN90bn in five years. This would no doubt hampered the distribution of generated energyby DISCOS no matter the amount of money released to them.
Inadequate Gas supplyOkere (2017) reported that the Federal Government said the Nigerian electricity sectorrecorded a shortfall of 3,000 Megawatts (MW) due to inadequate gas supply to powerplants. She also reported that the country’s power generation stagnates at 3,729 MW. Thenegative effects of saboteurs, militants and vandals in gas production affect the availabilityof gas. This is seriously affecting the power sector reform as it is anchored on the use of gasto power systems in order to meet the needs of the country.
Determination of TariffsTariff as a tax imposed on imported goods and services is one of several tools available toshape trade policy. It is a common knowledge that most of the machines used in Nigeria’spower sector are imported; thus are subjected to tariffs which increase production cost.Joseph (2014) stated that electricity prices in Nigeria are currently below production costsand that the industry hardly generate enough revenue for its operating costs let alonecapital expenditure which are imported. This is another huge challenge of privatization ofNigeria’s power sector as there will no fund bailout from government.
FraudNigerian Electricity Regulatory Commission, NERC (2005) stated among others that allcustomers have a right to transparent electricity billing and should be notified in writingahead of disconnection. More so, the unmetered ones should be billed with approvedestimated billing methodology and in the event of overbilling should be refunded. However,as sweet as the above may sound, Asu (2017 reported that many electricity consumerswere groaning over estimated billing. Oke (2018) reported that huge metering gap in thecountry is a big challenge. He stated that metering alone reduces collection losses by 30%and minimises the alienation of consumers who, often, underpay or do not pay theirelectricity bills because of disputed or crazy bills. He concluded that there is no doubt aboutthe current method of billing not being transparent.
Settling of Employees’ Welfare PackagesInternational Labour Organization, ILO (n.d.) stated that welfare of employees includesfacilities of organizations that their workforce perform their assigned duties in healthy andcongenial environment and to provide them with amenities conducive to healthy living andmorale booster. It was reported in Echewofun (2016) that aggrieved workers of the
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defunct PHCN under the National Union of Electricity Employees (NUEE) have not beenpaid their outstanding severance packages. A situation that led to the intervention ofNigeria’s Minister of Labour who struck a deal with aggrieved workers to reconstitute acommittee to verify and pay outstanding severance packages. The report had that theimmediate reconstitution of a technical and implementation committee was to ensure thefinal verification and payment of severance packages to unpaid PHCN staff, payment of the16 months arrears owed the ex-staff and inclusion of staff in the 10% equity shares ofprivatized companies.
Benefits of Privatization of Power Sector in NigeriaDespite the various issues and challenges discussed above, there are still benefits of theprivatization of the Nigerian power sector. There will be improved and regular electricityflow in most parts of Nigeria. Oni (2015) stated that opportunities exist for theconstruction of alternative independent power projects, such as coal fired power plantsand renewables. He also stated that Nigerian Bulk Electricity Trading Plc. (NBET) is readyto buy power from the GENCOs and sell in competitive markets. Nwogu, Makinde, Okere,Utebor, Onuba, & Nnodim (2017) reported that to some extent, power sector has improvedin Nigeria but the full benefits are expected. Ojobo (2005) stated that privatization willeliminate fraud and remove unproductive use of national resources. Any investorconsidering Nigeria ought to be interested in the progress of the country's power sectorprivatization. International investors will benefit from a closer inspection of, andfamiliarity with, the opportunities presented by this exciting development in Africa'sbiggest economy (though in recession). Audu, Paul & Ameh (2017) stated that privatizationof the power sector extricates government interference and reduces its excesses from themanagement of power in Nigeria. This enhances efficiency.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGYA survey research was adopted for the study. Questionnaire comprising 3 researchquestions with 23 multiple choice items was administered to 50 professionals in the fieldsof financial engineering and technology namely: quantity surveying, constructioneconomics, construction project management, accounting, construction finance, costengineering, etc. The questionnaire was constructed using Likert Five-Point Scale ResponseAlternative and analysed using weighted mean. The formula for calculating the WeightedMean is shown below:

X = FX / NWhere:X = Weighted Mean, ∑ = Summation, F = Frequency, X = Nominal Value of Optionsand N = Number of Respondents. Nominal values were assigned to six scaling items asfollows:Strongly Agree (SA) = 5, Agree (A) = 4, Undecided (UD) = 3, Disagree (D) = 2, StronglyDisagree (SD) = 1 and Void (unfilled options) = 0. The Mean of each cluster was alsocalculated using the formula below:
X = X / N
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Where: X = Cluster Mean, ∑ = Summation, X = Nominal Value of Mean of Each Option in aCluster and N = Number of Cluster. The decision rule of acceptability was 3.5 points andabove while points below 3.5 were rejected. The questionnaire was administered by theresearchers who also collected them back on completion. This ensured 100% return ofquestionnaires administered.
RESULTSThe data collected for this study were arranged in tables and models which were analyzedusing frequency count and weighted mean.
Data Presentation
Research Question OneWhat are the issues and challenges in Nigeria’s power sector?
Table 1 – The mean of respondents’ views on the issues and challenges in Nigeria’s powersector.
S/N Description SA A UD D SD Mean Remarks1. The Challenge of Commencement 25 25 0 0 0 4.50 Accept2. Finance 8 17 6 14 3 3.27 Reject3. Inadequate gas supply 14 22 6 8 0 3.84 Accept4. Determination of tariffs 6 17 17 6 3 3.35 Reject5. Fraudulent practices 17 28 3 0 0 4.24 Accept6. Reconciliation of balance sheet 14 22 8 6 0 3.88 Accept7. Settling of employees’ welfare packages 14 17 14 3 2 3.76 Accept

Grand Mean 3.83 Accept

Research Question TwoWhat are the measures taken by government in tackling the issues and challenges?
Table 2 – The mean of respondents’ views on the measures taken by government intackling the issues and challenges
S/N Description SA A UD D SD Mean Remarks8. Encouraging private sectorparticipation 0 8 25 14 3 2.76 Reject9. Diversification of the energy generationsources 8 17 6 14 3 3.27 Reject10. Promoting energy efficiency forsustainable development. 6 11 19 6 6 3.10 Reject
11. Construction of new power generationfacilities, transmission lines 11 14 14 6 3 3.50 Accept
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12. Distribution centres to boost the powersupply 6 17 11 11 0 3.40 Reject
13. Initiation the process of selling off theexisting facilities to private investors 11 68 18 0 5 4.02 Accept
14. Embarked on programmes andstrategies aimed at boosting energygeneration from renewable sources 14 17 14 3 2 3.76 Accept
15. Focus on the need for energy efficiencyon both demand and supply side toreduce greenhousegas emission

8 14 22 6 0 3.48 Reject
16. Ensuring viability of energy systems 5 17 17 6 3 3.24 Reject

Grand Mean 3.39 Reject

Research Question ThreeWhat are the benefits of privatized power sector in Nigeria?
Table 3 – The mean of respondents’ views on the benefits of privatized power sector inNigeria
S/N Description SA A UD D SD Mean Remarks17. Provision of opportunities forinternational and local investment. 24 26 0 0 0 4.50 Accept18. Improved and regular electricity flowin most part of Nigeria. 8 17 6 14 3 3.27 Reject19. Frustration of corrupt Nigerians whowant to hold Nigeria to ransom 6 11 19 4 6 3.10 Reject20. Creation of new business/jobs in thepower sector 14 22 8 6 0 3.88 Accept21. Elimination of fictitious electricity bills 6 17 11 11 0 3.40 Reject22. Elimination of illegal sale oftransformer to power consumers 125 44 18 6 5 3.96 Accept23. Encouragement of competition 14 17 14 3 2 3.76 Accept

Grand Mean 3.70 Accept

Findings/Discussions
Table 1 – Items 1, 3, 5, 6 and 7 with weighted mean scores of 4.50, 3.84, 4.24, 3.88, and3.76 respectively were accepted by the respondents as being issues and challenges inNigeria’s power sector. On the other hand, respondents rejected items 2 and 4 as beingissues and challenges in Nigeria’s power sector. These items scored weighted mean of 3.27and 3.35 respectively.With a grand mean of 3.83, Table 1 revealed that there are issues and challeges inNigeria’s power sector. This finding corroborates the report of Obasi & Anyasina (2014)where they stated that recent poll by NOI Polls Limited Electricity supply in Nigeria
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worsened in the last quarter (Q4) of 2013. It is in tandem with (Edukugbo, 2014) whostated that The Transmission Company of Nigeria is also facing initial challenge of fund as itrequires about $4.4billion to increase power transfer capacity, make the network morestable and reliable, and improve efficiency of electric power transfer by reducingtransmission technical losses and enable TCN to increase transmission capacity to 16843MW by end of 2018.
Table 2 – Items 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 and 9 with weighted mean scores of 2.76, 3.27, 3.10,3.40, 3.48 and 3.24 respectively were rejected by the respondents as being the measurestaken by government in tackling the issues and challenges. On the other hand, respondentsaccepted items 4, 6 and 7 as being the measures taken by government in tackling the issuesand challenges in Nigeria’s power sector. These items scored weighted mean of 3.50, 4.02and 3.76 respectively.The results in Tables 2 clearly show the measures taken by government in tacklingthe issues and challenges in Nigeria’s power sector are not enough. The findings as shownin Table 2 do agree with Oketola (2013) who reported that Federal governmentintervention funds disbursed through Money Deposit Banks will not be sufficient to fasttrack the rapid turn- around expected in the power sector.
Table 3 – Items 2, 3 and 5 with weighted mean scores of 3.27, 3.10 and 3.40respectively were rejected by the respondents as being benefits of privatized power sectorin Nigeria. On the other hand, respondents accepted items 1, 4, 6 and 7 as being benefits ofprivatized power sector in Nigeria. These items scored weighted mean of 4.5, 3.88, 3.96 and3.76 respectively.With a grand mean of 3.70, it is evidently clear that there are benefits in   privatizedpower sector in Nigeria as shown in Table 3. This corroborates the position of Oni (2013)who stated that opportunities exist for the construction of alternative independent powerprojects, such as coal fired power plants and renewables if the power sector is privatized.The government of Nigeria, he added, entered into a memorandum of understanding with aChinese energy firm to build a US$3.7 billion coal power project which is expected to add1200 MW of electricity to the national grid. This will also create more employment anddevelopmental opportunities.

CONCLUSIONThe power sector is indeed a very important sector; critical to the rapid transformation ofany economy and the power sector reform discussed in this study is in the right direction.No doubt, the attempts by successive Nigerian governments culminating in the variouspower sector reform programmes which are also integral components of PresidentMuhammadu Buhari are bold steps towards the rapid development of the economy.However, the challenges and issues examined here will significantly affect the aims andobjectives of the reform. Thus, it is needful for the government to boldly tackle these issuesand challenges. The challenges mentioned here are by no means exhaustive. If theGovernment can intervene and resolve them, it will create a peaceful environment for thenew investors to operate. The intention of the reform of the Nigerian power sector is theprovision of cheap, neat, safe, and environmentally friendly electricity for use in socio-economic activities such as construction, agriculture, communications, household chores,education, entertainment, healthcare services, security; commerce, industrialization, waterSupply, etc. This will result to minimized waste, improved productive capacity, enhanced
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health and better revenue to individuals and the economy coming from exports andtaxation. Access to quality electricity service is therefore a significant factor in povertyalleviation.
RECOMMENDATIONSBased on the findings, the following recommendations are made as a way forward:1. The major recommendation to the problem of the power sector reforms in Nigeria isthe implementation of the reform Act; the Act is not being fully and strictlyimplemented. It is therefore opined that there should be machinery specifically put inplace for the strict enforcement of the Act and this machinery would ensure theproper transition from the holding company to the successor companies under a veryfair and transparent process.2. Laws should also be established and the consequences of such laws should mettlewith any defaulter; and citizens should be enlightened about such laws. Educatingthem on their rights on such laws and its importance should be part of theenlightenment programme.3. Electricity bills should not be skyrocketed when power is not being received byindividuals or corporate organizations paying for them.4. Relevant government Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs) should check theexcesses of the privatization process to ensure conformity with the Act andinternational minimum acceptable standard.
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A Special Issue Conference Proceeding Paper
INTRODUCTIONThe state of the economy in any country is largely dependent on the state of the financialsystem. A developed and properly functioning financial system will be able to facilitateeconomic activities to drive economic development. However, a dysfunctional financialsystem may well aid deterioration of the economy. As noted by Stiglitz (1998), well-functioning financial systems do a very good job of selecting the most productive recipientsfor these resources and ensuring that they are using them in high return activities. In
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contrast, poorly functioning financial systems often allocate capital in low-productivityinvestments.The financial system includes all financial intermediaries that operate in thefinancial sector in the economy. This includes financial instruments and assets, financialmarkets and intermediaries. The financial system provides an enabling environment foreconomic growth and development, productive activity, financial intermediation, capitalformation and management of the payments system. With intermediation, savers lend tointermediaries, who in turn lend firms and other fund using units. The saver holds claimagainst the intermediaries, in form of deposits rather than against the firm. Theseinstitutions provide a useful service by reducing the cost to individuals, of negotiatingtransactions, providing information, achieving diversification and attaining liquidity (CBN,2017). It is anchored on the belief that economic agents are categorized into surplus anddeficit spending units. The surplus spending units are individuals, groups or organizationsoperating within the economy that have excess funds above their immediate needs. Theyconstitute suppliers of surplus funds to the financial system. The deficit spending units arethose that have a shortage of funds and thus require borrowing to fund their operations.They are the users of the excess funds supplied by the surplus spending units in thefinancial system. Levine, (2005) asserted that there is an ever-expanding body of researchevidence suggesting countries with better developed and functioning financial systemsexperience faster economic growth. Financial development also promotes growth as wellas improves the distribution of income and wealth.Levine and Zervos (1998) further opine that differences in long-run economicgrowth and development in different countries and territories can be explained bydifferences and development stages in their financial systems. However, Lucas (1988)argued that the financial system does not necessarily promote economic. He contends thatany correlations recorded between economic development and the financial systemdevelopment is as a result of growth leading development implying that financial systemactually feeds off growth in the economy instead of feeding the economy. Although thisview is not popular in economic and financial research as it has little empirical support, itmirrors some realities that may be existent in third world countries where weakinstitutional and regulatory frameworks expose the financial system to the manipulation ofindividuals especially in the political sphere.This was the case in early military era where commercial and development bankscould be arbitrarily established and scrapped with no one held responsible or accountableas to what happened to the funds in such institutions. Thus in course of the development ofthe Nigerian financial system a myriad of crises were recorded overmisappropriation/misapplication and in many cases outright embezzlement of funds fromdifferent sources like pension contributions, social insurance funds, mortgagecontributions. Consequent on the above, this paper will investigate the role of the financialsystem in the growth and development of Nigeria.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEMAccording to (Merton & Zvi, 1995; Fohlin, 2014), a well-functioning financial systems mustprovide several core functions which include: Clearing and settling payments; Pooling ormobilizing resources; Transferring economic resources; Managing risk; Pricing
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information; and Dealing with information and incentive problems. Where a financialsystem fails in the above functions, a dysfunctional system may the result. A closeobservation of the Nigeria financial system will reveal that Nigeria's financial systemremains largely underdeveloped in spite of decades of government actions to improve it(Hashim, 2011; Adeoye and Adewuyi, 2005; Ayadi, Adegbite and Ayadi, 2008).This is evident in the weak regulatory environment in other non-bank financialinstitutions, lack of depth in the capital market, weak insurances sector, almost non-existent mortgage sector among many others. Further exacerbating the problem is thefailure of financial inclusion policies of successive governments (Ayadi, 2009; (Alrabadi &Kharabsheh, 2016; Dabwor & Abimiku, 2016). most notable is the poor access to financialservices (credit) to small businesses and households. And considering that these economicunits comprise the overwhelming majority in the economy, their exclusion frommainstream financial activities have led to a situation where economic and financialpolicies fail to yield desired results and resulting in an undeveloped economy.Several research efforts have been previously undertaken to unravel therelationship between the financial system and development of economy. However, mostare notable for providing conflicting results (Olushola & Makwe, 2018; Nkoro & Uko, 2013;Odufuye, 2017; Uzomba, Nwankwo, Chukwu & Jumbo, 2014). This lack of lack of consensuson the previous empirical research on the subject matter necessitates the present study. Inaddition, this research provides a more comprehensive treatment of the variables offinancial system including aggregate savings and credit to private sector.
THE NIGERIAN FINANCIAL SYSTEMAccording to (Merton & Zvi, 1995; Fohlin, 2014), a well-functioning financial systems mustprovide several core functions which include: Clearing and settling payments; Pooling ormobilizing resources; Transferring economic resources; Managing risk; Pricinginformation; and Dealing with information and incentive problems. Financial systems willprovide these services through variety of institutions and markets including among others:banks (commercial, investment, merchant, development etc), savings institutions andthrifts societies, credit cooperatives, insurance companies, investment banks, trustcompanies, pension and mutual funds etc. Institutions come in a wide range of sizes andownership structures - from public, private partnerships to enormous multinationals togovernment owned businesses. Financial markets offer centralized, liquid trading inessentially any financial claim, from debt to equities, commodities to foreign exchange, anda wide array of derivatives (Fohlin, 2014).Beyond the institutions are the regulators like the Central Bank, Securities andExchange Commissions, Deposit Insurance Companies, Insurance Regulators, CorporateAffairs Commission and Asset Management Corporation all established to provide directionand enabling environment for growth and development of the sector? According to theCentral Bank of Nigeria, The financial system includes all financial intermediaries thatoperate in the financial sector of the economy. It provides an enabling environment foreconomic growth and development, productive activity, financial intermediation, capitalformation and management of the payments system. With intermediation, savers lend tointermediaries, who in turn lend firms and other fund using units. The saver holds claimagainst the intermediaries, in form of deposits rather than against the firm. Theseinstitutions provide a useful service by reducing the cost to individuals, of negotiating
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transactions, providing information, achieving diversification and attaining liquidity (CBN,2017). The concept of the financial system is anchored on the belief that economic agentsare categorized into surplus and deficit spending units. The surplus spending units areindividuals, groups or organizations operating within the economy that have excess fundsabove their immediate needs and are willing to make such surpluses available for thedeficit economic units. They constitute suppliers of surplus funds to the financial system.On the other hand, the deficit spending units are those that have a shortage of funds andthus require borrowing to fund their operations. They are the users of the excess fundssupplied by the surplus spending units in the financial system (CBN, 2017). The financialsystem provides a platform (through intermediaries) through which the deficit and surpluseconomic units can meet and fill their financial needs.The Nigerian financial system includes financial markets (money and capitalmarkets), financial institutions (banks, insurance companies, finance houses, Bureau dechange, brokerages etc)  regulatory and supervisory authorities (CBN, SEC, NDIC, AMCON,NICON, etc.), development finance institutions (Urban Development Bank, NigerianAgricultural and Rural Cooperatives bank) and other finance institutions (insurancecompanies, pension funds, finance companies, Bureau de change, and Primary MortgageInstitutions), among others. It also offers financial instruments (treasury bills, treasurycertificates, central bank certificates, etc).The Nigerian financial system consists of the formal sector (bank and non-bankfinancial institutions - these are regulated by the government agencies). The informalsector (savings and loan association, local money lenders, etc. these are notableunregulated). The formal sector institutions are regulated by the Federal Ministry ofFinance, Central Bank of Nigeria, Nigeria Deposit Insurance Corporation, Securities andExchange Commission, and the National Insurance Commission etc. The informal sector islargely loosely organized without any form of formal regulation.With reference to the allocation of resources and economic efficiency, the financialsystem performs three major functions, which are vital to economic growth anddevelopment. First, the system provides convenient and efficient payments system withoutwhich specialization in production, so vital to productivity improvements would be greatlyimpeded. Secondly, the financial system pools savings from net surplus units and channelsthem to productive investment (CBN, 2017).According to Ogwumike and Salisu (2013), the Nigeria financial system hasexperienced intensive restructuring and rapid market-oriented transformations since theadoption of the Structural Adjustment Program (SAP) in 1986. Before then, the Nigerianfinancial system was regulated as evidenced by ceiling on interest rates and creditexpansion, high reserve requirements, selective credit policies and restriction of entry intothe banking industry. Following deregulation, the bank and non-bank financial institutionswitnessed unprecedented increase due to the incentives provided for growth andexpansion of financial institutions. These series of actions to restructure the financialsystem ahs yielded some good results like fewer financially stronger and resilient banks.
FINANCIAL SYSTEM AND THE ECONOMY - EMPIRICAL REVIEWAigbovo and Uwubamwen (2014) examined the short-run and long-run relationshipsbetween financial system development and economic growth in Nigeria. The study adopted
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a multivariate OLS analysis for the estimation process, co-integration analysis, theassociated error correction model. The findings of the study revealed that financialdevelopment (measured by banking system and stock market development) positivelyinfluenced economic growth in Nigeria and that causality runs from finance to growth inthe finance-growth nexus. It was thus recommended that the ongoing reforms in thebanking system and capital market should be intensified so as to boost the development ofthese segments of the financial system and by that increase their role in economic growth.Olushola and Makwe (2018) examine the relationship between financial sectordevelopment and economic growth in Nigeria with a view to making relevant contributionsto existing knowledge and make suggestions that would enhance economic development ofNigeria. The data was subjected to Johansen Rank Cointegration technique, the ADF and PPunit roots test as well as the error correction model (ECM). From the findings, it wasrevealed that there was a positive and significant relationship between total insuranceincome and economic growth in Nigeria. The results also suggested that there is a positiveand significant relationship between deposit money banks assets, stock marketcapitalization and economic growth in Nigeria. The research concluded that to achieve asteady economic growth, the financial intermediation should be strengthened throughexpansion in the capital market, bank consolidation and improvement in the insurancesector. Ibadin, Moni and Eikhomun (2014) attempted to ascertain the relationship betweenbanking system development and stock market development (financial systemdevelopment) and economic growth. Using the Co-integration Technique, the ADF UnitRoot Test and Error Correction Mechanism, the findings revealed that marketcapitalization, had short run and long run positive impact on economic growth; credit tothe private sector also had a positive impact on GDP and value of share traded in stockmarket, the turnover ratio, the investments all had positive influence on economic growth.From the above, the financial system can be considered as a tool for short run and long runeconomic growth.Adelakun (2010) examined the relationship between financial development andeconomic growth using the Ordinary Least Square Estimation Method (OLSEM). The resultshowed that there was a substantial positive effect of financial development on economicgrowth in Nigeria. The Granger causality test showed that financial development promoteseconomic growth, but there is evidence of causality from economic growth to thedevelopment of financial intermediaries. Thus, advancement of the financial sectordevelopment, including diversification of financial instruments should be pursued tofacilitate economic development in Nigeria.Odufuye, (2017) investigated the impact of bank credit on Nigerian economy growthfor the period of  using time series secondary data sourced from the CBN statistical bulletinand  Ordinary Least Square (OLS) estimation technique with the aid of Statistical Packagefor Social Science. The results revealed that each of the explanatory variables had a non-significant impact on GDP. The result also showed that the joint variables of bank credithave significant impact on gross domestic product for the period under review. The studyconcluded that bank credit if properly channeled is a catalyst for Nigerian economy growth.The research therefore recommended that the monetary authority should adopt directcredit control measures, where preferred sectors such as Small and Medium ScaleEnterprises (SMEs), agriculture, manufacturing and services sectors should be favoured
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when granting credits.Ebiringa and Duruibe (2015) analyzed nature of relationship between financialsystem development and economic growth in Nigeria using vector autoregressive model.The results reveal that long run causality does not run from financial system developmentindicators and economic growth, implying that financial system development seem not tosignificantly catalyze economic growth trends in Nigeria. However, in specific terms, theeffect of financial system development on economic growth has been positively significantonly in the short run. The paper concludes that for the financial market to adequatelysupport short and long-term growth of the Nigerian economy, the financial system needfurther deepening through offering and delivery of innovative financial products andservice by market operators.Hashim, (2011) tested the relationship between financial development andeconomic growth in Nigeria Using Spearman rank correlation coefficient and found out thatthere is no evidence to suggest a significant relationship between financial developmentvariables: commercial banks assets, liquid liabilities to Gross Domestic Product,commercial banks assets to GDP among others and economic growth in Nigeria for theperiod under review.Nkoro and Uko (2013) examined the financial sector development-economic growthnexus in Nigeria using OLS regression analyses models. The findings showed that there is apositive effect of financial sector development on economic growth in Nigeria. However,credits to private sector and financial sector depth are ineffective and fail to accelerategrowth. This signifies the effect of government borrowings, the problem of huge non-performing loans, and a deficient legal system on the private sector. These inefficiently andseverely limit the contribution of Nigeria’s financial sector development to economicgrowth.
METHODOLOGYResearch design adopted for the research is the ex post facto design. Hence, data wascollected from secondary sources inkling the CBN Statistical Bulletins, CBN Abstract ofStatistics and was estimated using multiple regression analysis which will be specified totest for the relationship between financial systems as measured by Bank System, AggregateDomestic Savings, and the Capital Makers. This is expressed as:

Y = a + b1X1 + b2X2 + ...... + bnXn + UWhere Y = the dependent or outcome variable
a = constant term

X1, X2 … Xn = set of independent variables or predictors
b1, b2, …. bn = coefficients of the predictor variables and

U = the error term.For the purpose of this study, banking system performance (BANKPF) will be measured byaggregate assets of all commercial banks, Aggregate Domestic Savings (AGSAVE) whilecapital market performance will be measured by equities market capitalization (MKTCAP)and Money Market performance by FGN Bonds (FGBOND). Finally, Economic Developmentis proxies by Real Gross Domestic Product (RGDP).
Economic Development = f(Financial System) . . . . .(1)The above model is rewritten functionally as:
RGDP = f(BANKPF, AGSAVE, MKTCAP, FGBOND) . . . . . (2)
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And Econometrically as:
RGDP = β0 + β1BANKPF + β2AGSAVE + β3MKTCAP + β4FGBOND + Ut . . . (3)We further convert to their log forms to normalize/standard the dataset:
logRGDP = β0 + β1logBANKPF + β2logAGSAVE + β3logMKTCAP + β4logFGBOND + Ut . . . .
. (3)A priori Expectation = β1, β2, β3 and β4 >  0

DATA ANALYSES, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1: Summary of ADF Unit Root

From table 1, it can be observed that the data set were stationary at I(1) order ofintegration. This result implies that after first differencing, the dataset can be relied on foraccurate long term prediction. However, the I(1) order of integration also imply that theresults of the basic multiple regression analyses may not be accurate for furtherprediction/forecasting. Consequently, the Auto-Regressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) modelwas used for all subsequent analyses.
Table 2: Auto-Regressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) Test
Variable(s) Coefficient t-statistic ProbabilityC -0.3317 -0.6080 0.5529RGDP 1.0413 -7.7822 0.0000BANKPF 0.0999 1.0145 0.3276AGSAVE 0.1050 2.0066 0.0645MKTCAP -0.0352 -1.3756 0.1906FGBOND -0.0730 -1.7837 0.0962R2 = 0.998; R2 Adjusted = 0.997; F-Statistic = 738.32; Prob (F-Statistic) =0.000; DW = 2.464The ARDL model result in table 2 indicates that there is a positive relationship betweenreal gross domestic product (RGDP) and aggregate commercial banks assets in Nigeria. Thevalue of the coefficient of regression of 0.0999 implies that one percentage change inaggregate bank banking sector assets will lead to a 9.9% change in RGDP in the samedirection. However, the probability of t-statistic for the variable gave a value of 0.3276 withthe implication that the result is not statistically significant.Furthermore, the regression coefficient for Aggregate domestic savings gave a valueof 0.105. This result implies a positive relationship between real gross domestic product

VARIABLE
ADF Unit Root Test

t-stat Prob. Order of integrationRGDP -3.3397 0.0205 I(1)BANKPF -3.3694 0.0196 I(1)AGSAVE -4.3472 0.0015 I(1)MKTCAP -6.3693 0.0000 I(1)FGBOND -7.1240 0.0000 I(1)
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and aggregate domestic saving in Nigeria. This means that increase in aggregate domesticsavings will lead to increase in RGDP and vice versa. However, the result is not statisticallysignificant as can be observed from the probability of t-statistic value of 0.0645 which ismarginally higher than the critical limit of 0.05.On the other hand, the regression coefficient for stock market capitalization gave anegative value of -0.0352 which implies that there is a negative relationship between stockmarket capitalization and the RGDP with a percentage increase in stock marketperformance predicted to lead to 3.5% decrease in RGDP and vice versa. The probability oft-statistic value of 0.1906 implies that the result is not statistically significant.Finally, the coefficient of regression for federal government bonds gave a negativevalue of -0.0730 which implies that a percentage increase in government borrowingthrough the bonds market will have the effect of decreasing RGDP by 7.3% and vice versa.This result is also not statistically significant like in the other cases above.
Table 3: ARDL Co-integrating Long-Run Coefficients

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.LNBANKPF -6.441624 20.651581 -0.311919 0.7597LNAGSAVE 0.539106 1.608200 0.335223 0.7424LNMKTCAP 1.718095 6.038545 0.284521 0.7802LNFGBOND 4.763645 15.040035 0.316731 0.7561C 8.032706 13.296707 0.604112 0.5554
The ARDL Co-integrating and Long Run Form Results in the table 3 above provideinformation on the nature of the long-run relationship between the dependent andindependent variables. From the long-run coefficients, none of the financial systemvariables - aggregate commercial banks assets (BANKPF), aggregate domestic savings(AGSAVE), stock market capitalization (MKTCAP) and federal government bonds(FGBONDS) had a statistically significant long-run relationship with real gross domesticproduct. This can be observed from the probability of the t-statistic for the long runcoefficients with values of 0.7597; 0.7424; 0.7802; and 0.7561 respectively BANKPF,AGSAVE, MKTCAP and FGBOND.
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGSThis research paper investigated the relationship between financial system and theeconomy in Nigeria for the period 1981 to 2017. Data for the study was collected fromsecondary sources and analyzed using Augmented Dickey-Fuller unit root test, Auto-regressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) model and Co-integration test. The findings shows that:there is a positive statistically insignificant relationship between real gross domesticproduct and aggregate commercial banks assets in Nigeria implying increase in commercialbanks assets will lead to increase in real  gross domestic product.Olushola and Makwe (2018) in a similar study determined that there was a positiveand significant relationship between deposit money banks assets, stock market
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capitalization and economic growth in Nigeria. The research concluded that to achieve asteady economic growth, the financial intermediation should be strengthened throughexpansion in the capital market and bank consolidation. Furthermore, Odufuye (2017) alsoshowed that bank credit had significant impact on the economy and concluded that bankcredit if properly channeled is a catalyst for Nigerian economy growth.Furthermore, the results show that there is a positive relationship between realgross domestic product and aggregate domestic saving in Nigeria. This means that increasein aggregate domestic savings will lead to increase in RGDP and vice versa. However, theresult is not statistically significant implying that aggregate domestic savings doessignificantly affect the economy. The results also show that stock market capitalization hasa non-significant negative relationship with the economy with an indication increase instock market capitalization will lead to deterioration in the economy. However, Aigbovoand Uwubamwen (2014) in their study revealed that stock market development positivelyinfluenced economic growth in Nigeria.Finally, the results indicate that federal government bonds have a negativerelationship with the economy. This result is also not statistically significant like in theprevious cases above. From the long-run coefficients, none of the financial system variables- aggregate commercial banks assets (BANKPF), aggregate domestic savings (AGSAVE),stock market capitalization (MKTCAP) and federal government bonds (FGBONDS) had astatistically significant long-run relationship with real gross domestic product. This findingis corroborated by that of Nkoro and Uko (2013) who showed in their research thatgovernment borrowing led to deterioration of the Nigerian economy.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONSFrom the findings, it is observed that aggregate commercial banks assets and domesticsavings followed the a priori expectation by recording positive relationships with theeconomy. However, the findings were both findings were not statistically significant. Fromthis finding, we conclude that commercial banks' assets and domestic savings areperforming below expectation in driving economy development. However, stockperformance and federal government bonds in relationship to the economy deteriorateeconomic development. This we conclude is as a result of misapplication of investmentfunds both in the public sector (federal government bonds) and private (stock market)sectors. In all, it is concluded that the financial system is not contributing meaningfully toeconomic development in Nigeria. Thus, it is recommended that policies to help repositionthe financial system are required. This should include deepening the financial system andenhancing its ability to mobilize the necessary resources to drive economic growth anddevelopment. There is need to ensure that the properly monitor the utilization of fundsraised through issuance of bonds. Finally, we recommend that activities in the stock marketbe properly monitored to avoid the problem of insider information abuse and boostinvestors' confidence.
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(2008) states that sustainable development is a process rather than an end goal.  He furthernoted that this process requires constant evaluation and analysis of the emerging trend inthe discussion so as to take the issue of sustainable development to the next level.Sustainable development simply put is developing for the present and future, the processof ensuring that the present development is sustained and maintained or the future.  Plans,projects and programmes have been formulated by successive governments in Nigeria toimprove the lives of its citizens which are the main aim of development – empoweringcitizens not only for the present but for the future.Information and Communication Technology (ICT) which include digitaltechnologies like computers and the internet as well as radio and television have beentouted as the potential tool for educational growth and sustainable development in Nigeria.Emenari (2004) noted that ‘great transformations in the lives of the people are in part afunction of advances in Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs).”Onwubualili (2004) added that “the magical changes are quite glaring in every facet of ourlives and touches the simplest of domestic services to corporate and limitless industrialapplications.”ICTs like the internet according to Nwanjika (2004) creates and meets demandwhich satisfies human and corporate needs. ICTs have been key enablers of globalizationfacilitating worldwide flow of information capital, ideas, people and products.  They havetransferred businesses, markets and organisations, revolutionized learning, empoweredcitizens and communities and created significant socio-economic growth in manycountries.  In recent years developing countries like Nigeria have started taking concreteactions to incorporate Information and Communication Technology into their economicpolicies and development agenda.There are no doubt that information and Communication Technology has found itsniche in every of Nigeria’s Polity.  When used appropriately ICTs can help Nigeria as adeveloping nation to access sustainable development.  They are what are needed to climbthe heights developed countries have reached. However, how developing nations such asNigeria use ICT to derive sustainable development becomes pertinent and is therefore thefocus of this paper.Gilholly (2005) proffered that ‘for ICT to positively foster development goals, it mustbe employed where relevant, appropriate and effective.’Heeks (2010) in addition opinedthat because of the speed at which digital technologies are changing the modus operandi ofdeveloping countries, and equally the rate at which development initiatives using ICT fails,enterprises and government alike should take the extra precaution to recognize thatsustainable development is more than a mere transfer of technology from the North to theSouth. He posited that to the extent that sustainability is possible is to the degree thatappropriate alignment between infrastructure and need meet. Otherwise, the only benefitwill be wasted expenditures. We have seen dramatic technological advancement in thedigital world, especially within the telecommunications sector. New entrants to theNigerian market dominate the technology environment and are exceptionally profitable. Inthis new dispensation of globalization, we have seen a wave of enthusiasm and enormouscontribution to poverty alleviation in countries such as India and China. Nevertheless, oneought to be careful in how one advances the development of ICT initiatives.Singh (2011) opined that “ICT provides new opportunities for those who areliterate, have a good education and adequate resources. Disadvantaged and marginalized
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groups have little chance to benefit from tools such as the Internet automatically. Thisfurther increase social divides, widens the gap between rich and poor countries, regions,individuals and even between men and women”. The challenge therefore becomes howcountries and enterprises engage the use of ICT in strategic ways that advances ‘economic,social, cultural, and political’ endeavors for all its stakeholders in advancing sustainabledevelopment.When one considers sustainable development in any realistic way, the balancing actlies between how individuals need are satisfied and how well one preserve the ecosystemand all natural resources. This is not necessarily an easy equilibrium to achieve. However,without it, sustainability may evade its implementers. We have seen tremendous advancesin the role of e-government, for example, and the abilities it gives to citizens to be moreproductive. This initiative needs to continue by integrating services across departmentsand ministries. It is not simple to determine and master the complexities surroundingsocio-environmental challenges but sustainability is impossible without suchcomprehension. Inas (2005) posited that any opportunity to effect sustainabledevelopment requires that new and efficient qualitative evaluation schemes coupled with“an integrated assessment of the ecological, social, and economic features and implicationsof a given project, technology or agro-ecosystem through the use of appropriate indicators”be executed. Sustainable development takes time but its benefits are materially rewarding.Sustainability also requires cooperative and collaborative endeavors that advance positiverelationships between the various indices. One must therefore, be mindful not to confusepiecemeal approaches, such as sectoral management with sustainable developmentbecause although local zones can attempt to manage their own affairs, until there is acommon purpose in recognizing a single solution for prevailing problems, the likelihood ofproblems recurring will hold strong possibilities.The United Nations millennium development goals (MDG) hope to address thedysfunctional trend in human development within a relatively short period. Althoughachieving the MDG deadline might be optimistic - 2015, its eight objectives are essential togood governance for sustainable development. These goals are: (1) eradicating extremepoverty and hunger, (2) achieving universal primary education, (3) promoting genderequality and empowering women, (4) reducing child mortality, (5) improving maternalhealth, (6) combating HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases, (7) ensuring environmentalsustainability, and (8) generating a global partnership for development. Although numberseven is listed separately, the prevailing contemporary environment dictates that all eightshares a phenomenological umbilical relationship and ICT is fundamental to realizing suchnoble endeavors. More countries and enterprises are recognizing the importance of ICT topoverty alleviation. A poor woman farmer in a rural community can use a telephone toenquire about her vegetable prices without the overhead of a bus fare or the physicalendurance such journey require. One will agree, however; that such possibilities arise outof the willingness to invest financial resources, ICT infrastructure, and capacity building.
2.1 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF ICTGilholly (2005) argued that if countries want to tackle the MDG seriously, they mustappropriately deploy, integrate, and prioritize ICT. The author noted that ICT is essentialboth to eradicating poverty and in creating sustainable human development. He conceded,however, that the paradox of “persistent scarcity in a digital era of superabundant capacity
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– is perhaps the greatest single challenge to the networked economy and society.”  Hefurther opined that because of the complex prevailing realities, grasping fulsome clarity isdifficult to achieve. Nevertheless, Gilholly (2005) proffered that if ICT is situatedappropriately, it can significantly aid the process of the MDG in relatively short periodsthereby substantially reducing the gap between the advanced nations and emergingeconomies such as Nigeria.When one considers some of the broad issues of sustainability, ICT undoubtedly willcontribute positively. Examples may include the impact of technology on the lives of thephysically disabled, community development, health, social security, education, andgrassroots businesses, among the huge list of possibilities. The physically challenged canuse technology to work from home through the invention of teleworking for persons withdisabilities. Community development activities can be enhanced and supported throughICT, such as the Society for Research and Initiatives for Sustainable Technologies andInstitutions initiative in which the purpose is to encourage the use of ICT to advanceinnovation and eco-friendly solutions to ongoing problems. Ideas can be adopted fromwhat is done in places such as RajNidhi in Rajasthan, India where ICT is used to provide itscitizens with information, such as health, family planning, employment, transportation,distance education, agriculture, water, electricity, birth and death registration, and taxrates along with many other services. Health facilities sharing health records can respondtimely to individual health concerns and make more accurate decisions about health-related problems. ICT can inform members of a community about social services availableand the benefits to which each individual is entitled. Technology is revolutionizing the waypersons learn. World Corps, for example, use ICT to impart technical and business relatedskill-sets to disadvantaged persons by promoting employment through sustainable andenvironmentally sound enterprises, such as Internet centers whereas Community LearningCenter, also in India, use technology to enhance elementary education and computerliteracy among poor children. (Sameer, 2011) is of the opinion that grassroots businessescan use the Internet to sell their produce through an auction system. They can apply thetechnology in ways that provide information for crop production, cultivation practices,marketing initiatives, processing standards, and pest and disease control. In addition,community based initiatives include engaging the technology to advance and expandmicro-financing and micro-enterprise.
2.2 THEORETICAL REVIEW ON ICTAccording to Wikipedia (2010), theories of technology attempt to explain the factors thatshape technological innovation as well as the impact of technology on society and culture.Most contemporary theories of technology reject two previous views: the linear model oftechnological innovation and technological determinism. To challenge the linear model,today’s theories of technology point to the historical evidence that technological innovationoften gives rise to new scientific fields, and emphasizes the important role that socialnetworks and cultural values play in shaping technological artifacts. To challengetechnological determinism, today’s theories of  technology emphasize the scope oftechnical choice, which is greater than most lay people realize; as science and technologyscholars like to say, “it could have been different.” For this reason, theorists who take thesepositions typically argue for greater public involvement in technological decision-making
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2.2.1 Social theoriesSocial theories focus on how humans and technology affect each other. They argue thattechnology does not determine human action, but that human action shapes technology.Some of thesetheories focus on how decisions are made with humans and technology:humans and technology are equal inthe decision, humans drive technology and vice versa.The interactions used in majority of the theories look at individual human interactions withtechnology, but there is a sub-group for a group of people ‘interacting with technology. Thetheories described are purposefully vague and ambiguous, since the circumstances for thetheories change as human culture and technology innovations change. Key  authors includeMackensie and Wajcman (1985).
2.2.2 Actor-network theoryActor Network Theory posits a heterogeneous network of humans and non- humans asequal interrelated actors. It strives for impartiality in the description of human andnonhuman actors and the reintegration of the natural and social worlds. For example,Latour (2011) argues that instead of worrying whether we are anthropomorphizingtechnology, we should embrace it as inherently anthropomorphic: technology is made byhumans, substitutes for the actions of humans, and shapes human action, what is importantis the chain and gradients of actors’ actions and competences, and the degree to which wechoose to have figurative representations. Key concepts include the inscription of beliefs,practices, and relations into technology, which is then said to embody them.
2.2.3 Structuration TheoryPoole (2011) defines structures as rules and resources organized as properties of socialsystems. The theory employs a recursive notion of actions constrained and enabled bystructures which are produced and reproduced by that action. Consequently, this theorytechnology is not rendered as an artifact, but examines how people, as they interact with atechnology their ongoing practices, enact structures which shape their emergent andsituated use of that technology. Key authors include DeSanctis and Poole (2009).
2.2.4 Systems TheoryThis theory considers the historical development of technology and media with anemphasis on inertia and heterogeneity, stressing the connections between the artifactbeing built and the social, economic, political and cultural factors surrounding it. Keyconcepts include reverse salient when elements of a system lag in development withrespect to others, differentiation, operational closure, and autopoietic autonomy. Keyauthors include Hughes and Luhmann (2008).
2.2.5 Activity TheoryThese works consider an entire work/activity system (including teams, organizations, etc.)beyond just one actor or user. It accounts for environment, history of the person, culture,role of the artifact, motivations, and complexity of real life, activity. One of the strengths ofAT is that it bridges the gap between the individual subject and the social reality it studiesboth through the mediating activity. The unit of analysis in AT is the concept of object-oriented, collective and culturally mediated human activity, or activity system.
2.2.5 Group TheoriesThere are also a number of technology related theories that address how (media)technology affects group processes. Broadly, these theories are concerned with the socialeffects of communication media. Some (e.g., media richness) are concerned with questionsof media choice (i.e., when to use what medium effectively). Other theories (social
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presence, SIDE, media naturalness) are concerned with the consequences of those mediachoices (i.e., what are the social effects of using particular communication media).
2.2.6 Social presence theorySocial presence theory is a seminal theory of the social effects of communicationtechnology. Its main concern is with telephony and, telephone conferencing. Satope (2012)argues that the social impact of a communication medium depend on the social presence itallows communicators to have. Social presence is defined as a property of the mediumitself: the degree of acoustic, visual, and physical contact that it allows. The theory assumesthat more contact will increase the key components of “presence”: greater intimacy,immediacy, warmth and inter-personal rapport. As a consequence of social presence, socialinfluence is expected to increase. In the case of communication technology, the assumptionis that more text-based forms of interaction (e-mail, instant messaging) are less social, andtherefore less conducive to social influence.
2.2.7 MediaRichness TheoryDaft and Lengel(2010) are of the view that media richness theoryshares somecharacteristics with social presence theory. The theory posits that the amount ofinformation communicated differs with respect to a medium’s richness. The theoryassumes that resolving ambiguity and reducing uncertainty are the main goals ofcommunication. Because communication media differ in the rate of understanding they canachieve in a specific time (with “rich” media carrying core information), they are not allcapable of resolving certainty and ambiguity well. The more restricted the medium’scapacity, the less uncertainty and equivocality it is able to manage.  It follows that therichness of the media should be matched to the task so as to prevent over simplification orcomplication.
2.3 EMPIRICAL REVIEW ON ICTSunil, Forell, Morgeson and Krishnan (2008) in their study of the effect of informationtechnology investment on customer satisfaction hypothesized that IT investment ispositively related to perceived quality and perceived value, the study findings revealed thatIT investment have a positive effect on perceived quality and perceived value firms in theservice sectors than in the manufacturing sector.  Also Sunil, Ramasubba and Sambamurthy(2011) studied information technology infrastructure capability and firm performance. Thestudy revealed that ITI is positively related to customer and market usage, processmanagement and performance management of firm’s performance respectively. Marchand,Kettinger and Rollins (2009) studied the link between information technology and firmperformance and their study revealed that three set of factors keeps a firms performance,the quality of IT management practices. IT management processes should sense, gather,organize and disseminate information, in other words IT management is positively relatedto a firms performance and continual existence.Sambamurthy, Ramasubba and Sunil (2010) in their study revealed that informationtechnology infrastructure capabilities in firm impacts customer focus and market focus.This in other words means that IT infrastructure capabilities enable firms to position theirIT asset so as to capture information about customers as well as disseminate information tocustomer in other to create satisfaction. Also Sambamurthy (2010) in another study arguethat IT capabilities have a positive impact on the quality of organizational processes andthe development of digital process and the development of digital process capabilities.
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Gilanniaand Sunil (2011) in their work ‘the impact of information technologyapplication on supply chain performance’ found that information technology impactssupply chain strategy and that information technology has more relationship withresponsiveness supply chain, meaning IT impacts supply chain performance in anorganization. Melville (2009) in his study suggested IT and the complementary resourcesof the firm affected the effectiveness of business processes which consequently improvedorganizational performance.Karimi and Jahagir (2010) in their study revealed that good IT planning andintegration are more effective at improving customer service. Ting (2010) in his study‘impact of information technology on firm’s performance’ argued that IT impact firm’sfinancial efficiency and capability performance, respectively. Ray (2010) also found thatthere were no direct effects of three different IT resources (technical skills, managertechnology knowledge, and IT spending) on the performance of customer vice process.
2.3.1 CompatibilityAccording to Duncan (2008),Compatibility is the ability to share any type of informationacross the technology component throughout the organization.Mohammad andKamaruzaman (2009) opined that Information Technology compatibility help spanorganization boundaries, employee empowerment, make information and knowledgeavailable in the organization. Gibson (1993) noted that compatibility addresses the needfor uniformity in technology across the organization.Kamal (2013) in his study revealed apositive correlation between compatibility and reliability of service. Akbulut (2012) in hisstudy observed that compatibility is positively correlated with access to service, in thatcompatibility creates ease of use.
2.3.2 ConnectivityDuncan (2008) observed that connectivity is the ability of any technology components tocommunicate with any of the other components inside and outside of the organizationalenvironment. According to Chaung  (2009) Information Technology connectivity enableseamless and transparent organisations that are independent of time and space. Keen(1991) described connectivity as the physical presence of information technology thatbinds the organization together. He further suggested the term “reach”, to address the issueof connectivity. He defined reach as the location that can be connected via the ITinfrastructure.Keen (2010) also noted that ‘reach’ is required to achieve an organization’s desiredlevel of data transparency. In addition Byrd and Turner (2010) noted that connectivityrefers to the ability of any technology to attach to any of the other technology component. Italso means that every person, every functional area, and every application in theorganizations are linked to one another. Mohammad and Kamaruzaman (2009)hypothesized and found that connectivity is correlated with reliability. While Chaung(2010) hypothesized and found that connectivity is significantly correlated with access.
2.4 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENTAccording to Stern (1997), sustainable development first appeared in the WorldConservation Strategy put forward by the International Union for the Conservation ofNature (IUCN) in 1980 where economic growth was seen as an enemy of environment. Butprominent meaning of Sustainable development is the Brundtland Report (WCED, 1987)which proposed that sustainable development is "development that meets the needs of the
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present generation while letting future generations meets their own needs. In recent years,economists have made progress in articulating their conception of sustainability. Crucial tothis is that scholars have been able to synthesize SD into three pillars; economicdevelopment, social equity and environmental protection pillars (United Nations, 2007).There are two main criteria of sustainable development; Weak Sustainability (WS)and Strong Sustainability (SS). “Weak sustainability” refers to non-declining total capital(productive base) in the form of physical, human and natural capital. The WS rents fromnatural resources could be invested (substituted) in manmade capital and/or humancapital to ensure sustainable development. Strong sustainability on the other hand, meansa threshold level of some forms of capital (physical, human, social, and natural) to bepreserved in physical terms.  According to Amsalu (2011), it is the WS criterion that isbeing employed most widely because of scarce resource with alternative uses.Weaksustainability is all about forms of capital that are substitutable for each other. More so,requires in addition to WS, the stocks of capital (K) should not be declining. Adejumo andAdejumo (2014), stated that “Addition to” is preferred because a situation in which naturalcapital is preserved while other forms of capital are allowed to decline significantly canhardly be called “sustainable development”Tern (1997) stated that there is a consensusamong a large number of economists that weak sustainability supports the capital theoryapproach (CTA) and is a useful means of measuring sustainability especially in inform ofpolicy making. (Common and Norton 1994) noted that there are also a growing number ofcritics who question whether this is a useful way to address sustainability.Though the human needs included in the definition is of recent thinking, Soubbotina(2004) and Harry (2010) views that human beings are the epicenter for sustainabledevelopment. The criterion of this study is trying to capture sustainable development asmuch as possible from the weak sustainable development capital approach (productivebase) that is substantial to be bequest to next generation with human capital bias, aposition Martin (2006), also agreed. Eric (2010) equated weak sustainable developmentwith sustained growth. The productive base consists of all forms of capital assets in a giveneconomy such as; physical (reproducible- manufactured) capital, human capital (skills andknowledge embodied in humans) natural capital (energy, minerals, forests, water, andland). An example is how provision of Air condition (AC) suffices heat caused by hightemperature in the daytime.Here, the pillars or elements of the sustainable developmentare roughly subsumedas productive inputs. These are the inputs of production process that drives any economyto be sustainable development or not and are broadly categorized as; land (all naturalresources or capital), labour (energy, person-hours, aspects of human capital), and capital(real and working capital, financial capital, manufactured capital etc.). According to Seidler(2000), most neoclassical economists are of this view especially the famous Cobb Douglasproduction function in 1928 where he assumed input substitutability factors of productionfunction.
2.5 EFFECT OFICT ON NIGERIA’S SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENTAlthough grasping the phenomenological inter relationships and interconnectednessconcept between sustainability and development may be somewhat arduous, such realitiescannot be ignored. (Baudouin, 2009) is of the view that contemporary cities, towns, etc.need to share data for effective urban planning. Without such cooperation, the three
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fundamental characteristics of sustainability: environmental, economic, and societalresponsibilities will not materialize. Enterprises and governments alike must thereforeenact initiatives that build cities, towns, and other communities that are “economicallyefficient, socially equitable and ecologically viable”. In the absence of these key factors,sustainability is impossible. Cities constantly evolve hence the digital impact on suchdynamism must therefore be factored in terms of its impact on transportation and otherurban facilities and how people deploy the technology to stay connected and to makechoices. Sustainability must be seen as a strategic endeavor in the face of rapidurbanization across countries and cultures. In this regard, sustainable development mustgo beyond using cell phones merely to chat. Enriching data services would be a step in theright direction to conduct banking, financing, and other such financially viable services.Baudouin (2009) also proffered that with proper sustainability adaptation, homescould transform relationships, for example, the electric company implementing smartmeters. He further opined that portable devices can increase worker productivitysubstantially. He argued that such improvements can occur in public services, tourism,culture, social interactions, community development, and in governance at the local andnational levels. The BEEP methodology (Best eEurope Practices) funded by the EuropeanCommission, for example, documents workable solutions across the globe readily availablefor adaptation. The method gives planners and implementers the ability to adopt goodpractices, exercise proper evaluation, analysis, and learning, thereby creating an effectiveknowledge management system for sustainable deployment. According to Odamtten andMillard (2009), Eastern Europe and the Mediterranean benefitted significantly in usingBEEP to transform their economies as a precursor to enter the European Union whereasthe Pan-African region is slowly getting on board. Inherent in the BEEP method, is therecognition that there is no absolute solution. Each region and countries differ on manyvariables, such as culture, governance, economics, and skill-sets.Initiatives from the above can lead to gender equality through empowerment,development through capability building, and through alternatives that propelcompetitiveness. Emerging strategies may include economic growth, sustainable livelihood,and increased freedom for capacity enhancement and expansion. In addition to theforegoing, free and open source software (FOSS) presents countries with uniqueopportunities for sustainable development. Papua New Guinea, a country that relies heavilyon Australia for just about everything economic, embraced FOSS and used it as a drivingforce to implement cutting-edge information technology solutions comparable in price todeveloped states. Papua New Guinea chose FOSS, not because the country could notimplement telecommunications technology in the way others have, but because to do sowould make the service cost disadvantageous in comparison to advanced economies. FOSSwas the clear choice to maintain comparable cost structures. If one should examine theprice of Windows XP as an illustration, acquiring a copy in the United States is likelycheaper than to do so in Nigeria. Proprietary software are priced per market segment andthe poorer the segment, the higher the price. FOSS removes such restrictions. Open sourcesoftware maintains similar price structures irrespective of markets. In addition, such pricestend to be lower than their comparative proprietary choices. Wheeler, as cited byReijswoud (2009) noted that: Briefly, free and open source software programs areprograms whose licenses give users the freedom to run the program for any purpose, to
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study and modify the program, and to redistribute copies of either the original or modifiedprogram (without having to pay royalties to previous developers).According to Reijswood (2009), although one should indicate that open sourcesoftware is not always free, FOSS with its bazaar and study development method steeped insound academic principles, provide considerable advantages. These may include lowertotal cost of ownership, free base level technical support, fee for service for popular opensource software (Red Hat, IBM, Novell, Sun, Oracle,) and shared ideas and knowledgeamong programmers.
CONCLUSIONThere are challenges to using ICT as the driving force for sustainable development.However, ICT provide its greatest hope. This paradox, although cannot be ignored must beassessed in the context of modernity and the role that ICT enjoy in the contemporarycontext. ICT advances “economic, social, cultural, and political” initiatives in ways thataffect all stakeholders positively when done correctly. ICT situate countries and enterprisesto achieve sustainability in efficient ways. ICT furnish the platform to integrate “assessmentof the ecological, social, and economic features and implications of a given project,technology or agro-ecosystem through the use of appropriate indicators. ICT is therefore,an appropriate tool for advancing sustainable initiatives. Without ICT, many of thecontemporary benefits occurring globally would not have likely materialized. To thisextent, emerging economies can use ICT to their advantages. ICT can create costcompetitiveness by neutralizing extenuating circumstances. ICT accrue benefits to regionsby bringing technology to remote areas where traditional technology would have been toocostly. Sustainable development through ICT initiatives is therefore a reality need only tobe embraced by those who realistically demand societies that are more equitable.
RECOMMENDATIONS

 Competent and experienced ICT experts should be recruited by the state and federalgovernment as instructors to sustain and make the programme sustainable.
 Government policies should be geared towards indigenous firms/entrepreneurs andencourage her citizens to invest in information and communication Technology
 Form the primary to the tertiary education level, ICT and other related coursesshould be encouraged that will prepare the teeming graduates to be job creatorsand not job seekers.
 To make the ICT programme more sustainable, rural areas, children, youths andadults should be identified and trained to bridge the gap.
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A Special Issue Conference Proceeding Paper
1. INTRODUCTIONNigeria has experienced significant increases in graduate unemployment rate over the pastdecades, with an average rate of 23% percent between 2016 and 2018. Furthermore, the
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Abstract: Some empirical studies have blamed Nigeria’s high
rate of unemployment on non – possession of employable skills
by our teaming graduates. To this end, this paper on Skill
Acquisition and Employability of Nigerian Graduates focused on
finding out if the unemployment status of Nigerian graduates is
as a result of the absence of employable skills. The researchers
made use of  primary source of data and the major instrument
used was a self administered  questionnaire. A sample size of
three  hundred and twenty four was used and this was
determined using the Cochran formular. Copies of the
questionnaire were administered on graduates drawn from
Abia State using convenience sampling technique. The statistical
analysis was done using simple percentages, discriminant
analysis and correlation analysis as aided by SPSS Version 25.
The paper revealed that Nigerian graduates acquisition of basic
employable skills does not significantly determine their
employability status (other factors must have contributed to the
alarming increase in unemployment); there is a significant
relationship between acquisition of employability skills by
Nigerian graduates and their exposure to vocational skills in
schools. To this end, the paper recommended that employment
opportunities should be created by governments at all levels to
reduce this alarming rate of unemployment in the country
instead of blaming unemployment on lack of employability
skills; finally the government should  ensure that many
vocational skill courses are well taught in our tertiary
institutions to make graduates self employed. Where this is done
right, the burden of unemployment on government will be
reduced.
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National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) places the number of unemployed youths at 6 million or33.1 percent of total unemployed Nigerians in 2017. This is almost double the number in2012. Available data from the National Universities Commission (2004) revealed thatmassive unemployment exists among most graduates of tertiary institutions in the country- a situation that is said to be traceable to the disequilibrium between labour marketrequirements and essential employment skills of these graduates.  John (2018) opined thatthe labour market in Nigeria is characterized by a significant mismatch between skillsdemanded by employers and those possessed by these young prospective workers, whichhas led to an increase in youth unemployment rates. Graduates of tertiary institutionsremain unemployed for up to five years after graduation, partly because they lack market-relevant skills, and also because job creation has not kept up with the increase in the youngadult population.Dabalen, Oni and Adekola (2000) and National University Commission (2004) assertthat there are other attributes (non-academic skill requirements) which employers oflabour emphasize that graduates should have despite their academic qualifications. Giventhis disequilibrium as well as the state of the economy, it becomes imperative to ultimatelycarry out this study on skill acquisition and Nigerian graduates employability.
1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEMThe rate of unemployment in Nigeria is soaring, as graduates are churned yearly. Sodipo(2014), in an empirical study revealed that the height of unemployment in the country is asa result of graduate employees falling short of employers’ expectations in terms ofemployable skills, thereby creating an employability gap. Is lack of employable andvocational skills the root cause of unemployment? Could a graduate possess these skillsand still be unemployed, and if it is possible, could there be other factors that play out inthis scenerio? Were our graduates actually exposed to vocational studies, and to whatextent did they acquire such skills while in school as undergraduates?
1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDYThe specific objectives of this research paper are to:
1. determine if the acquisition of basic employable skills by Nigerian graduates affect theiremployment status;
2. find out if there is any relationship between employability skills expected of graduatesby employers and the vocational skills they acquire in schools.
1.4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS1.   To what extent does the acquisition of basic employable skills by Nigerian graduatesaffect their employment status?2. What is the extent of relationship between vocational skills acquired by students inschools and employability skills expected of them by employers?
1.5 RESEARCH HYPOTHESESThe following two research hypotheses shall be tested in this research work:

: Nigerian graduates acquisition of basic employable skills does not significantlydetermine their employability status.
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: There is no significant relationship between acquisition of employability skills byNigerian graduates and their exposure to vocational skills in schools.
2.     REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
2.1 THEORETICAL REVIEW
Unemployment RateWikipedia sees unemployment, or joblessness, as a situation in which able-bodied peoplewho are looking for a job cannot find a job. It is a situation where people who are strongenough to be gainfully employed are without jobs. Every country strives to keep statisticsthat reflect the rate at which this situation improves or deteriorates. Therefore,unemployment rate reflects the inability of an economy to generate employment for thosepersons who want to work but are not doing so, even though they are available foremployment and actively seeking work. It is thus seen as an indicator of the efficiency andeffectiveness of an economy to absorb its labour force and of the performance of the labourmarket (ILO, 2013). Unemployment Rate in Nigeria increased to 23.10 percent in the thirdquarter of 2018 from 22.70 percent in the second quarter of 2018. Unemployment Rate inNigeria averaged 12.31 percent from 2006 until 2018, reaching an all time high of 23.10percent in the third quarter of 2018 and a record low of 5.10 percent in the fourth quarterof 2010 (NBS,2019).
Table 2.1 Unemployment Rate in Nigeria (2016 -2018)

From the chart above, it is glaring that the unemployment rate in Nigeria progresses withtime. It was at its lowest ebb of 10.4% in Jan 2016, but as at July 2018, the unemploymentrate soared to 23.1%.
Causes of Unemployment in NigeriaAyinde (2008), Morphy (2008), Awogbenle and Iwuamadi (2010), Adebayo (1999) andAlanana (2003) in their various studies on unemployment pointed out the following assome of  the causes of unemployment in Nigeria:
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1. Rapid Population GrowthThe current population of Nigeria as at the 13th day of August, 2019 was 203,085,343 (UN,2019).With the population growth rate of 3.2% and unemployment rate of 23%  perannum, it is obvious that unemployment situation in Nigeria is not getting better unlesssome decisive measures are taken.
2. Rural Urban MigrationAs youths move from rural areas where they are likely to be engaged to urban areas thatare already congested, they further worsen the unemployment situation in the country.
3. Low standard of EducationUddin and Uddin (2013) averred that the curricular of Nigerian tertiary institutions do notmake it possible for undergraduates to be well trained in those areas that are likely toempower them and ultimately make them job creators instead of job seekers tomorrow.This could be why most researchers affirm that Nigerian graduates are unemployable.
4. Rapid expansion of the education systemGraduates are churned out at an alarming rate in Nigeria. Amidst the unemployment crisis,these graduates are released into the labour  market without the government creating theneeded jobs to bridge the unemployment gap.
5. CorruptionCorruption has eaten deep into the fabrics of our economy. Money which would have beenused for job creating investment opportunities are stolen and stashed into foreign banks bycorrupt politicians. This is in line with the findings of Longe (2017) that revealed that poorgovernance was one of the contributory factors of graduate unemployment.
Skill AcquisitionBusiness Dictionary defines skill as an ability and capacity acquired through deliberate,systematic, and sustained effort to smoothly and adaptively carry out complex activities orjob functions involving ideas (cognitive skills), things (technical skills), and/or people(interpersonal skills). Skill refers to the ability to do rather than underlying competence ormental representation (Vanpatten and Benati, 2010). To expound this, Cornford (1996)outlines nine separate defining attributes of "skill" and "skilled performance. Thesedefining attributes are:1. skill is learned;2. skill involves motivation, purpose and goals;3. schemas are prerequisite for skilled performance;4. skills require content and context knowledge;5. skills are performed and transferred in the presence of specific stimuli;6. skills involve problem solving relevant to the context;7. skill involves relative judgments with individual differences in skilled performance;8. standards of excellence are important;9. skill involves comparable replication and considerable periods of time are required toreach high    levels of skill.Skill acquisition, therefore, is the process of learning that helps one build his ability orcapacity to seamlessly and effortlessly do that which he is exposed to do. Boutcher (1992)
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defines skill acquisition as the process of facilitating the development of a novice into anexpert. It is the ability to bring about some end results with maximum outlay of energy ortime and energy (Guthere, 1982).
Employability of GraduatesEmployability is a set of skills and attributes expected to be possessed by all labour market
participants that ensure their effective performance at work place and all round benefit to
them, their employers and the society at large (ILO, 2007). This body sees employability asnot just having the ability to get a job, but having the capacity to network and marketoneself, navigate through a career and remain employable throughout life. It requires theability to ask questions, acquire new skills, identify and evaluate options, understand rightsat work including the right to a safe and healthy work environment, adapt successfully tochanging situations and the courage to innovate. Employability results from several factors– a foundation of core skills, access to education, availability of training opportunities,motivation, ability and support to take advantage of opportunities for continuous learning,and recognition of acquired skills – and is critical for enabling workers to attain decentwork and manage change and for enabling enterprises to adopt new technologies and enternew markets. Employability of graduates, therefore, is the ability of graduates to effectivelymarket themselves and be able to, not only secure jobs that offer commensuratesatisfaction, but deliver services that match their qualifications. Employability of graduatesentails the acquisition of requisite skills that make them fit into those offices that theyapplied for.Oguntuwase (2013) asserts that products of the Nigerian University system have atdifferent fora been challenged to test their suitability or otherwise to secure few availablewhite collar jobs. According to the author, the situation is not only sympathetic butembarrassing that the vast human material resources available to the country had not beentrained and utilized to the advantage of the country.  He cited Tunde Lemo, former DeputyGovernor of the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN), saying that it has become evident that verymodern day Nigeria graduates are not employable as Nigerian Education system isbedeviled by myriads of problems ranging from poor funding, undue interference, poorstaffing, overcrowding and management incompetence. The author further cited professorSola Fajana as saying that the dismal performance of many graduates in the labour marketwas due to faulty curricular in most Nigerian universities, emphasizing that programmesrun in the universities are no longer relevant, and classroom teaching mostly focuses onconcepts and not marketable skills.
Employability SkillsThese are skills that make a graduate employable in the world of work. For ease ofcomprehension, ILO (2013) defines employability skills as …the skills, knowledge andcompetencies that enhance a worker’s ability to secure and retain a job, progress at workand cope with change, secure another job if he/she so wishes or has been laid off and entermore easily into the labour market at different periods of the life cycle. Individuals aremost employable when they have broad-based education and training, basic and portablehigh-level skills, including teamwork, problem solving, information and communicationstechnology (ICT) and communication and language skills. This combination of skillsenables them to adapt to changes in the world of work.ILO (2013) outlines the following employability skills:
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1) Basic/Foundation Skills: At their most elemental, foundation skills include the literacyand numeracy skills necessary for getting work that can pay enough to meet daily needs.These skills are also a prerequisite for continuing in education and training, and foracquiring transferable and technical and vocational skills that enhance the prospect ofgetting good jobs
2) Vocational or technical: Specialized skills, knowledge or know how needed to performspecific duties or tasks.
3) Professional/personal: Individual attributes that impact on work habits such ashonesty, integrity, work ethics.
4) Core work skills: The ability to learn and adapt; read, write and compute competently;listen and communicate effectively; think creatively; solve problems independently;manage oneself at work; interact with co-workers; work in teams or groups; handlebasic technology, lead effectively as well as follow supervision.Personal attributes that contribute to overall employability are loyalty, sense of humour,ability to deal with pressure, personal presentation, honesty and integrity, adaptability,balanced attitude to work and home life, positive self esteem, reliability, motivation,commitment, common sense and enthusiasm.
What skills do employers want? Having observed the skill gap in Nigeria labour market,employers most times outsource recruitment task to consultants who rigorously examinepotential graduate employees to look out for those who possess these employable skillsneeded to optimize their resources. Skills You Need (2013) outline the following skillsoften demanded by employers of labour:(a) Interpersonal skills. Used to interact with people, participate effectively as membersof a team, negotiate, satisfy customers, make decisions, manage time and workeffectively with colleagues.(b) Communication Skills. These include verbal and writing skills. It includes the ability towrite clearly and succinctly, demonstrate good vocabulary and active listening ability.(c) Critical thinking Skills. Ability to solve problems and make decisions is a huge asset toemployers. This also includes ability to effectively plan and organize events, havingcreative thinking ability and being innovative and inventive (devising new ways of doingthings that add value to the work environment).(d) Personal Development. Having the right attitude to work and the organization youwork for. Employers look for people who are open to learning and embrace change. Sucha person will be more successful than the person who is afraid of learning and resistantto changes in the organization.(e) Self-management skills. These skills include self-motivation, self-confidence, self-control-skills that are used to manage personal feelings and how people react tochallenges and problems both at work and in their private lives.(f) Presentation Skill. These are skills needed for presenting information clearly andeffectively in the work place. This includes business plans, reports, minutes, etc.(g) Leadership Skill. Ability to influence others towards the achievement of a goal.(h) Numeracy. Involves understanding of numerical data, statistics and graphs. It is also apart of making decisions and reasoning.(i) IT Skills. Acquiring basic IT skills and being familiar with the computer opens a widerange of employment opportunities and increases marketability in workplaces.
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Employee/ Employer Skill GapThis is the gap between the skills an employer expects a potential employee to possess andwhat he actually possesses. Past research works as earlier cited have shown that graduateemployees fall short of employers’ expectations in terms of employable skills.
2.2 Empirical ReviewSodipo (2010)  conducted a survey on the level of competency of tertiary educationgraduates employed in Ogun State Civil Service between 2004 and 2006.  Findings of theresearch work revealed that out of 74 Directors of Administration in the Ministries,Departments and Agencies that responded to the questionnaire administered:50% of therespondents agreed that the level of competency is poor; 33.3% of the respondents agreedthat they do not possess the necessary skills required on the job; all the respondentsdisagreed that the graduates’ knowledge in their areas of specialization is outdated; 40% ofthem agreed that the graduates are not resourceful enough; 40% of them agreed that theircommand of English is poor; 33.3% of them agreed that they are not able to operate theequipment they are to work with, without retraining them; 90% of the respondents agreedthat for the graduates to satisfy the requirement of the employers’ establishments, theywould need to be retrained in areas which include Effective Communication, ICT training,e.g. AutoCAD, data processing and maintenance, Geographic Information System, workethics, professional ethics, practical aspect of the job, Management and Citizenship training;20% of them rated them good on ICT skill; 30% rated them good in numeracy orcomputation skills, organizational skills, and interpersonal skills.Sodipo (2010) also reported a survey carried out by AGDC on youth Employabilityin 2010, in which 91 Human Resources Managers and personnel from a selected network ofcompanies participated in. Findings revealed that: 48% of employers rated younggraduates ‘poor’ in conceptual and creative thinking; 44% of employers rated younggraduates ‘poor’ in self-awareness; 39.6% of employers rated young graduates ‘poor’ intime management; 36% of employers rated young graduates poor in global andcommercial awareness; 34.1% of employers rated young graduates poor in sense of careerdirection; 34.1% of employers rated young graduates poor in emotional intelligence; 31.9%of employers rated young graduates poor in managing school to work transition.Edinyang, Odey and Dimba (2015) conducted a study on the influence of academicfactors on graduate employability in Nigeria. This study was done in Calabar, Cross RiverState using accidental sampling technique and a sample size of 150 respondents.  Pearsonproduct moment correlation coefficient, SpearmanBrown prophesy formular and ANOVAwere used for the statistical analysis. Findings revealed that academic disciplinesignificantly influences graduate employability.Ekong and Ekong (2016) investigated how unemployment problem is tackledthrough skills acquisition by the National Directorate of Employment in Akwa Ibom State,Nigeria. The major data collection instrument used was questionnaire, which wasadministered on a sample size of 141 respondents drawn from 3 technical/vocational skillacquisition centres located in Asuna, Etinan Local Government Area. The result of the trendanalysis conducted revealed a positive link between skills acquisition by NDE andunemployment  reduction in Akwa Ibom.Longe (2017) explored the phenomenon of graduate unemployment as well as its
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causal factors, consequences and remedies in Nigeria. Using quantitative research method,data were collected from 360 Abuja based professionals through a self-administeredquestionnaire structured in Likert scale format. The respondents were selected usingpurposive sampling technique and data were analyzed using descriptive statistics offrequency counts and percentages, mean and standard deviation and Kurtosis. The studyidentified a combination of causal factors as responsible for the aggravated case ofgraduate unemployment in Nigeria. Furthermore, findings showed that there was noeffective collaboration between universities and labour employers in providing relevantskills required for employability and employment fulfillment of university graduates.
3. METHODOLOGYDescriptive research design was used much as primary data were the major source of datacollection for this study. The primary data were sourced with the aid of structuredquestionnaire consisting of a five point Likert scale comprising twenty four (24) statementsused in assessing the employability of graduates. Copies of the questionnaire wereadministered on three hundred and thirty-four (334) graduates spread over the threesenatorial zones of Abia State using convenience sampling. This sample size wasdetermined using Cochran formular as the percentage of the unemployed, p andpercentage of the employed, q, in Abia State are ascertained as published by the NationalBureau of Statistics. Hence, the sample size, is obtainedas = ( )⁄ = (1.96 )(0.316)(0.684)/0.05 ≈ 334. The statistical analysis was doneusing simple percentages, discriminant analysis and correlation analysis as aided by SPSSVersion 25.
4.0 DATA PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
4.1 DATA PRESENTATIONThe frequency distributions of the bio-data are presented below.Characteristic Category Frequency Percentage(%)Gender 1. Male2. Female 221113 62.233.8Age Group 1. 20 - 292. 30 – 393. 40 - 49 2516023 75.118.06.9Marital Status 1. Single2. Married 27757 82.917.1Highest EducationalQualification 1. HND2. B.Ed3. B,Sc4. M.Sc

256174318
76.65.112.95.4Employment Status 1. Unemployed2. EmployedSource: Field Survey (2019)
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Table 4.1 above shows that 221 respondents representing 66.2% of the respondents aremales, while 113 representing 33.8% of the respondents are females.  75.1% of therespondents are between 20 and 29 years, 18.0% of the respondents are between 30 and39 years, while 6.9% of the respondents are between 40 and 49 years. This indicates that ahigher percentage of the respondents are young graduates. The table also  reveals that82.9% of the respondents are single while 17.1% are married. In view of the highestqualifications of respondents, 76.6% of the respondents are HND graduates, 5.1% are B.Edholders and 12.9% are B.Sc. holders and the remaining 5.4% have Masters Degrees. That is,94.6% of the respondents are first degree holders. The table also reveals that 74.0% of therespondents are unemployed and 26.0% are employed.
Table 4.2: Descriptive Statistics of Responses of the Likert-Scale
questionsSN Statements SD % D % U % A % SA % Mean SD1 Many vocational skill coursesare offered byundergraduates. 170 50.9 115 34.4 30 9.0 12 3.6 7 2.1 1.72 0.923
2 Vocational skill coursesoffered by undergraduatesare well taught. 58 17.4 54 16.2 124 37.1 51 15.3 47 14.1 2.93 1.253
3 Students pass vocational skillcourses they offer with goodgrades 37 11.1 37 11.1 95 28.4 97 29.0 68 20.4 3.37 1.237
4 Graduates communicate inEnglish language fluently. 7 2.1 3 0.9 20 6.0 123 36.8 181 54.2 4.40 0.817
5 At the point of graduation,students read independentlyand negotiate responsively. 3 0.9 13 3.9 0 0.0 114 34.1 204 61.1 4.55 0.616
6 Graduates can network andshare information. 7 2.1 12 3.6 95 28.4 119 35.6 101 30.2 3.88 0.953
7 Working across differentages, gender, races, religionsor political divides is not aproblem to graduates. 6 1.8 18 5.4 36 10.8 167 50.0 107 32.0 4.05 0.897
8 Graduates can workindependently and as amember of a team. 4 1.2 50 15.0 0 0.0 120 35.9 160 47.9 4.29 0.808
9 Coaching, mentoring teamskills and giving feedback areacquired by undergraduates. 12 3.6 19 5.7 85 25.4 135 40.4 83 24.9 3.77 1.003
10 Graduates have creative andinnovative skills to solveproblems. 9 2.7 15 4.5 50 15.0 160 47.9 100 29.9 3.98 0.935
11 Graduates can independentlyinitiate, identify and solveproblems. 3 0.9 7 2.1 87 26.0 130 38.9 107 32.0 3.99 0.865
12 Graduates could use theknowledge acquired inmathematical courses tosolve problems. 12 3.6 25 7.5 93 27.8 115 34.4 89 26.6 3.73 1.048
13 Graduates have personalvision and goals. 11 3.3 6 1.8 27 8.1 131 39.2 159 47.6 4.26 0.927
14 Graduates can evaluate andmonitor their ownperformances. 9 2.7 34 10.2 0 0.0 146 43.7 145 43.4 4.28 0.754
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15 Graduates have knowledgeand confidence in their ownideas and visions and cantake responsibility of theiractions. 6 1.8 22 6.6 0 0.0 138 41.3 168 50.3 4.40 0.694
16 Graduates can manage time,properties and resources –setting time line,coordinating tasks forthemselves and with others. 3 0.9 15 4.5 49 14.7 148 44.3 119 35.6 4.09 0.870
17 Weighing up risk, evaluatingalternatives and applyingevaluation criteria are nomore  problems to graduates. 7 2.1 16 4.8 102 30.5 136 40.7 73 21.9 3.75 0.920
18 Graduates can collect, analyzeand organize information ofbusiness systems and theirrelationships. 19 5.7 13 3.9 73 21.9 121 36.2 108 32.3 3.86 1.092
19 Graduates have a range of ITSkills and can use computersto organize and analyze data. 7 2.1 19 5.7 85 25.4 89 26.6 134 40.1 3.97 1.036
20 Graduates are willing andeager to learn newComputer/IT skills. 11 3.3 9 2.7 34 10.2 125 37.4 155 46.4 4.21 0.964
21 Graduates have the physicalcapacity (manual dexterity)to apply technology. 9 2.7 9 2.7 57 17.1 144 43.1 115 34.4 4.04 0.931
22 Graduates can contribute tothe learning community. 9 2.7 56 16.8 0 0.0 137 41.0 132 39.5 4.17 0.802
23 Graduates can apply learningto ‘people, goods and servicesissues’. 12 3.6 52 15.6 0 0.0 129 38.6 141 42.2 4.19 0.828
24 Graduates are open to newideas and techniques as toaccommodate change. 6 1.8 13 3.9 16 4.8 130 39.9 169 50.3 4.33 0.876Source: Field Survey, 2019.Table 4.2 shows the percentage analysis and descriptive Statistics of Responses of theLikert-Scale questions. The mean values of 1.72 for “many vocational skill courses areoffered by undergraduates” which is quite less than the mean score of 3.0 indicates thatmany vocational skill courses are not taught to undergraduates in Nigerian tertiaryinstitutions. In addition to that, the mean value of 2.93 does not show that vocational skillcourses offered by undergraduates are  well taught since it is not up to the average mean of3.0. But a mean score of 3.37 which is above the average score of 3.0 indicates that studentspass vocational skill courses they offer with good grades despite the finding that they arenot well taught. This also implies that grades could  be influenced by factors not disclosedby this study. The other questions which bother on the employability skills required byemployers of labour, each has a mean score significantly above the mean score of 3.0,indicating that graduates are quite aware of these skills that employers of labour arelooking for and seem to acquire these skills in preparation for employment. This alsoimplies that other factors may have contributed to the soaring  graduate unemploymentrate in Nigeria.
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4.2 ANALYSIS AND TEST OF HYPOTHESES
Discriminant Analysis for Hypothesis 1Hypothesis 1 stated in the null as : Nigerian graduates acquisition of basic employableskills does not significantly determine their employment status is tested using discriminantanalysis. The variables for the discriminant analysis are as outlined below:= Employment status (Unemployed, Employed) = Q5=Communication Skills = Q9 + Q10 + Q11=Inter-Personal Relationship Skills = Q12 + Q13 + Q14=Problem Solving Skills = Q15 + Q16 + Q17=Self - Management Skills = Q18 + Q19 + Q20=Planning and Organizing Skills = Q21 + Q22 + Q23=Technological Skills = Q24 + Q25 + Q26=Life-long learning Skills = Q27 + Q28 + Q29and the results of the discriminant analysis are shown in Tables 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 below
Table 4.3: Eigenvalues, % of Variance and Canonical CorrelationFunction Eigenvalue % of Variance Cumulative % Canonical Correlation1 0.028 100.0 100.0 0.166Source: Field Survey, 2019.Results of Table 4.3 shows that the eigenvalue associated with the discriminant function is0.028 and it accounts for 100% of the explained variance with a canonical correlation of0.166. The square of it (0.1662) is equal to 0.028, That is, only 2.8 percent of theemployability of graduates in Nigeria can be accounted for by these employable skillsinternationally recognized.
Table 4.4 Wilks' LambdaTest of FunctionTest of Function(s) Wilks' Lambda Chi-square df P-value1 0.973 9.073 6 0.170Source: Field Survey, 2019.Table 4.4 shows the test of the discriminant function. As the associated p-value = 0.170 isless than 0.05, we do not reject the null hypothesis one. Hence, we accept the nullhypothesis one, which states that Nigerian graduates acquisition of basic employable skillsdoes not significantly determine their employability status.
Table 4.5 Classification Results of Cross-validationPredicted Group MembershipEmployment status Unemployed Employed TotalUnemployed 121(49.0%) 126 (51.0%) 247Employed 49 (56.3%) 38 (43.7%) 87Source: Field Survey, 2019.
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The summary of the classification result of the cross-validation is shown in Table 4.5 whichshows that the discriminant function correctly classified 47.6% of respondents. Since weexpect ratio of 0.50 = 50%, the validity of the discriminant function is judged unsatisfactoryas it will not discriminate (classify) the unemployed and the employed graduatesatisfactorily.
Correlation analysis for hypothesis 2Hypothesis 2 stated in the null  as : There is no significant relationship betweenacquisition of employability skills by Nigerian graduates and their exposure to vocationalskills in schools is tested using the correlation analysis. The variables for the correlationanalysis are outlined below:= Exposure to Vocational skills in schools = Q6 + Q7 +Q9=Communication Skills = Q9 + Q10 + Q11=Inter-Personal Relationship Skills = Q12 + Q13 + Q14=Problem Solving Skills = Q15 + Q16 + Q17=Self - Management Skills = Q18 + Q19 + Q20=Planning and Organizing Skills = Q21 + Q22 + Q23=Technological Skills = Q24 + Q25 + Q26=Life-long learning Skills = Q27 + Q28 + Q29
Table 4.6. Correlation AnalysisVariables n P-value DecisionGraduates acquisition of employability skills 334 0.390 0.152 0.000 RejectExposure to Vocational skills in schools 334The result of table 4.6 shows that there is a significant relationship between acquisition ofemployability skills by Nigerian graduates and their exposure to vocational skills in schoolsas the p-value is significantly less than 0.05. This result is also confirmed by the correlationanalysis which shows a multiple correlation coefficient, , of 0.390 and coefficient ofdetermination of 0.152 = 15.2% as its p-value is 0.000 and this leads to the rejection ofthe null hypothesis 2. The result of this hypothesis reinforces the assertion that bothvocational  and employability skills are relevant in our contemporary society. Little wonderAbiodu (2010) affirms that employers of labour force are not only interested in thosehaving higher education, but also practical skills appropriate for job fulfillment.
4.3 SUMMARY OF FINDINGSThe following findings are made in this study:1. Many vocational skill courses are not taught to undergraduates in tertiary institutionsand the few taught are not well taught.2.  Graduates passed the few vocational courses taught with good grades, despite the factthat they were not well taught.3.  Nigerian graduates acquisition of basic employable skills does not significantlydetermine their employability status. Other factors must have played out as captured by(Longe, 2017, Uddin and Uddin, 2013, Ayinde, 2008).
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4.  There is a significant relationship between acquisition of employability skills byNigerian graduates and their exposure to vocational skills in schools.
5 CONCLUSIONThere is an alarming increase in the rate of unemployment among Nigerian graduates. Thisis not necessarily as a result of non-possession of employable skills as averred by someresearchers. Many factors may have culminated into that, of which the speed at which thesegraduates are churned, use of old curricular which do not create ample  opportunities forundergraduates to be fully trained in the areas of skill acquisition to make them self reliantas they graduate, poor governance, among others may have contributed to it, hence, theneed to conduct further studies to further verify these causative factors.
6 RECOMMENDATIONSFrom the findings of this work, the following recommendations are made:1 Many vocational skills should be taught and well taught to students in tertiaryinstitutions to empower them to be self sufficient and ultimately reduceunemployment rate in the country.2 Employment opportunities should be created by governments at all levels to reducethis alarming rate of unemployment in the country.3 Employment process should be free, fair and credible, giving opportunities to thosewho can prove their mettle to occupy advertised positions. Nepotism encouragesmediocrity and should be abhorred at all times.
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IntroductionThe generally accepted indicator of the profitability of an enterprise is the earnings oftenpresented in the financial statements as “ net profits”.  The use of accrual basis ofaccounting in the preparation of financial statements allows management a measure ofdiscretion in the determination of accrual components of revenue and expenditure.  Theeffect of this, according to Chandrasegaram R, et al (2013) has resulted in company’sperformance giving a rosy picture different from the underlying financial health. Rauf et al(2012) in his study indicated that earnings management practices with the intention tomanage user’s perceptions in firms are considered unethical even though no accountingstandards are violated.The motivation and opportunity to engage in earnings management however could
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be minimized if effective audit committee is put in place while the board on the other handefficiently executes its oversight functions.
1.1 Statement of the problemThe separation of ownership and management in public companies places the managementat privileged positions which could be used to achieve personal objectives at the detrimentof the owners. More often than not, management through opportunistic behavioursenhances companies value which differ from the underlying financial status of theenterprises.  This has resulted in the liquidation of some giant corporations in the timepast.  The collapse of once prestigious corporations such as Enron, world. Com has beenattributed to the incidence of earnings management and poor corporate governancestructure.Earnings management Erodes the credibility of the financial reporting process bypresenting a rosy financial position different form the underlying financial health of anorganization.  The collapse of these giant corporations triggered the need for regulatoryauthorities’ world over to begin to lay emphasis on audit committee issues as well as thestructure of the board of directors.The absence of a properly constituted audit committee, meeting frequently tooversee the financial reporting process of the management creates an enablingenvironment for earnings management (sallh, Haat:2004).Previous studies have shown that earnings management is more pronounced infirms where the audit committee members lack the necessary financial expertise to fulfilltheir responsibility of monitoring the internal control of the firm as well as overseeing thefirms financial reporting process.
1.2 Study ObjectiveThe broad objective of this study is to examine the impact of audit committee onearnings managementTo achieve this, the following specific objectives are set;1. To examine the extent to which frequent audit committee meetings influenceearnings management.2. To examine the extent to which audit committee financial expertise influencesearnings management3. To ascertain the effect of board structure on earnings management.
Literature ReviewA review of the existing literature on audit committee, board structure and earningsmanagement is presented with the aim of providing an in-depth understanding of thestudy.  The review covers articles published in leading academic journals, related textbooks, periodicals and other published researches.
2.1 Conceptual ReviewBala and Kumal (2015) described earnings management as a deliberate misrepresentationof the financial condition of an enterprise accomplished through intentional misstatementor omission of amounts or disclosure in the financial statement to deceive financialstatement users.  More often than not, earnings management is accomplished throughdiscretionary accruals.  The nature of accrual accounting gives managers a significantamount of discretion in determining the actual earnings a firm reports in any given period(Epps and Ismail, 2008).
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Hassan and Ahmed (2012) documented that accruals are the most importantearnings management instrument used by managers to either increase or decreasereported income.  This is because there are components of earnings not reflected in currentcash flows and a great deal of managerial discretion goes into their construction.Earnings management practices are viewed as unethical even though no accountingstandards are violated. Dechow and skinner (2000) note that the border between earningsmanagement and accrual accounting has become ambiguous.  Earnings management maytake the form of either income – increasing or income – decreasing accounting choices.Income-increasing manipulation means positive discretionary accruals (Yang, Chun, andRamadili, 2009).Effective audit committee and independent board structure are mechanisms thatcould be used by enterprises to check the use of earnings management in manipulatingreported earnings.  Audit committees are established to oversee company’s accounting andfinancial reporting policies and practices with the aim of protecting the interest ofshareholders.  Several countries of the world have put in place various codes on corporategovernance which provide guidelines on the formation of audit committees particularlywith respect to size, independence, frequency of meetings and financial literacy ofmembers to ensure good practices.  In Nigeria, the Companies and Allied Matters Act 1990(S359(4) stipulates that the audit committee shall consist of an equal number of directorsand representatives of the shareholders of the company (subject to maximum number ofsix members) and shall examine the auditor’s report and make recommendation thereon tothe annual general meeting as it may think fit: provided however, that such member of theaudit committee shall not be entitled to remuneration and shall be subject to re electionannually.The board of an enterprise ensures that the interest of shareholders and that of themanagers are aligned.  Klein (2002) in his work highlighted that board independence andcompetency are effective mechanisms in monitoring the management.  Board structurerefers to the proportion of non-executive directors manifest a distinct, characteristic form aboard where the reverse is the case.  Yang, Chun and Ramadili (2009) opine thatindependent non - executive directors provide independent judgment to the board as wellas providing a check-and-balance to the activities of the executive directors.  Earningsmanagement is less likely to occur in companies whose board has more independentdirectors (Beatriz, 2008).2.2 Empirical / Academic ReviewBola and Kumai (2015) in their study captioned “Board characteristics and EarningsManagement of listed Food and Beverages Firms in Nigeria examined the impact of boardsize, board composition, board meetings and board financial expertise on earningsmanagement.  The study was prompted by the need to look up for indicators of earningsreliability after the global financial crises in 2008.  The study covered a period of six yearsfrom 2009 to 2014.  Data for the study were extracted from firm’s annual reports andaccounts.  The ordinary least square regression was employed in testing the model of thestudy.  The results of the analysis revealed an inverse relationship between board size,board meetings, board meetings, board financial expertise and earnings management whileboard composition is positively and significantly related to earnings management of listedfood and beverages firms studied.  In line with the findings, the study recommended amongothers that listed food and beverages firms in Nigeria should have as much directors as
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possible in order to reduce earnings manipulation and that the regulators such asSecurities Exchange Commission (SEC) should increase the minimum number of memberswith financial expertise on the board and also they should have a statutory position on themaximum number of board meetings as SEC Code of Corporate Governance is silent on this.Salleh and Haat (2014) studied Audit Committee and Earnings Management: Pre and PostMalaysian Code of Corporate Governance (MCCG).  The study examined the effectiveness ofaudit committee in constraining earnings management after the revised MCCG amonglisted forms in Malaysia.  The study was informed by the need to ascertain the effectivenessof audit committee characteristics in mitigating earnings management between the pre andpost revised MCCG periods.  The sample for the study was drawn from 280 companieslisted on Bursa Malaysia for a five year period of 2005 to 2009.  The discretionary accrualwas estimated using the Modified Jones Model (1995) which was used to proxy forearnings management.The finding of the study showed that audit committees play an important andeffective role in reducing earnings management after the revision of MCCG.  Furthermore,audit committee size and audit committee that has meetings with external auditors withoutthe presence of executive directors at least twice a year showed a significant associationwith earnings management.  The study therefore concluded by indicating, that the MCCGhas achieved its aim in improving the quality of audit committees.Chandrasegram et al (2013) appraised the impact of audit committee characteristicson earnings management in Malaysian Public Listed companies.  The negative impact ofearnings management on Companies formed the crux of the study.  According to the study,companies often portray a positive outlook of their business in order to provide confidenceto shareholders and investors regarding the profitability and viability of the company and akey method used by the management to manage earnings and show better performance isthrough accrual accounting.  This method of earnings management is not legally prohibitedand is based mainly on the company’s choice of accounting policies.  The study utilizedsecondary sources of data derived form annual reports of year 2011 of 153 Malaysianpublic listed companies to ascertain the impact of audit committee characteristics, namelyfrequency of audit committee meetings, size and independence of the audit committee onearnings management. The study revealed that these audit committee characteristics arenot negatively related to the magnitude of earnings management.Reuf et al (2012) examined the impact of company and board characteristics onearnings management.  The study observed that companies with poor performance tend toalter financial reports through the use of accruals to increase earnings thereby misleadingsome stakeholders about the underlying economic performance of the company.  Data forthe study were obtained from content analysis of annual reports of 214 listed companiesfor the year 2008.  The study revealed that firm size has a positive significant relationshipwith earnings management while board size has no influence on the practice of earningsmanagement.  The researchers used board size in their study and finally recommended thatfuture researchers could incorporate other board characteristics such as number of boardmeetings, competency etc in their study.
2.3 Theoretical FrameworkEarnings management occurs because the interest of the managers vary from that of theshareholders. Bola & Kumai (2015) highlighted that managers can be influenced by somefactors such as financial rewards, labour market opportunities and relationship with other
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parties that are not directly relevant to the interest of the shareholders.  The shareholdersin public enterprises engage agents to manage their enterprises and report back to them onthe financial position of the firms at stipulated intervals.  The agents, to continue to win theconfidence of the shareholders more often than not engage in earnings management orincome smoothening just to satisfy the owners that the firms under their control have beenmanaged in their best interest.  Agency theory provides a logical prediction of the attitudesof the agents and principals when placed in such a relationship while also proposing aseries of mechanisms that seek to reconcile the interest of both parties.  Hence theadop0tion of this theory as the underlying theoretical frame work.Agency theory has emerged as a dominant model in financial literatures.  It becamepopular in the early 1970’s.  This theory explains the relationship existing between theprincipals such as shareholders and agents such as company executive and seeks toaddress the problems which arise when the principal delegates decision making authorityor hires another person to perform some services on his behalf.  The two major issuesaddressed by this theory are:1. Goal congruence: A problem usually arises when the interest or goals of theprincipal differ from that of the agent.  Agency theory proposes variousmechanisms that could be used to align the interests of the principals and theagents.  One of such mechanisms is through the establishment of the board ofdirectors, appointed through election in the annual general meeting, tosafeguard the interests of the shareholders ( Rauf, et al 2012).  Othermechanisms include monitoring by non – executive directors monitoring byinstitutional shareholders, auditors and the incentive effects of executive shareownership (Bukit and Iskander, 2009).2. Attitude to Risk:  This problem arises when both the principal and agent havedifferent attitude towards risks.This theory therefore emphasizes that the goals and risk tolerance of both the principal andagent should not be in conflict.  In order to synchronize the interest of both the principaland agents, expenses are incurred to sustain an effective agency relationship.  Suchexpenses include offering management performance bonuses to encourage managers toacct in the interest of the shareholders etc.
DiscussionDiscussion in this regard focuses on strategies that could result in the accomplishment ofthe stated objectives, gap identification in the literatures reviewed as well as the suitability,strengths and limitations of the theoretical framework.
3.1 Discussion of strategiesThis study focused on the impact of audit committee and board structure on earningsmanagement.  To achieve the stated objective, this research set out to examine the extent towhich the following variables namely:- Frequent audit committee meetings- Audit committee financial expertise and- Board structure, impact of earnings management.Frequent audit committee meetings as a control variable is determined by   the number ofmeetings held by the committee during the year while audit committee financial expertiseis measured by the proportion of audit committee members with financial knowledge to
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the total number of audit committee members.Board structure is measured by the ratio of independent / non – executive directorsto total board size. Some of the methods used to test for earnings management include theassessment of accounting policy changes and discretionary accruals.  This study focuses onthe discretionary accrual method developed by Jones (1991) and later modified by DechowSloan and Sweeney (1995).  This model divided accrual (Total Accrual TAC) into twonamely; discretionary and nondiscretionary components Discretionary accruals are themanagerial interventions or subjective accounting choice made by managers.Discretionary accruals in the Modified Jones Model are primarily present in current items (e.g account receivables) rather than non – current items ( e.g depreciation) Yang; Chun andRamadily, 2009) Hence, the use of discretionary current accruals as a proxy for earningsmanagement in this study.
DCA it =                      CA it ____ NDCAitTA t.t-1
Whore DCA it= Discretional current Accruals for firm I in year tCA it = Current AccrualsTA J. t-1 = Total AssetsNDCA it = Non-discretionary Current Accruals

3.2 Discussion on the Stated Theoretical FrameworkThe suitability of the agency theory used in this study as the underlying theoreticalframework stems from the fact that this theory seeks to align the interest of themanagement with that of the shareholders by proposing a series of mechanism to reconcilereconcile the interest of both parties.  A key mechanisms used by organizations in checkingchecking the opportunistic behavior of agents is the constitution of an independent boardboard of directors to safeguard the interest of the shareholders.  Corporate governancegovernance framework has taken a step further by stipulating he formation of auditcommittees for better monitoring.  Additional instrument of minimizing the conflict ofof interest arising from shareholders and managers is the use of the incentive effects ofof executive share ownership. Empirical studies that support themitigation of earnings management by organizations that adopted this theory inreconciling the interest of both the principal and agents can be found in many prior studiesand this has remained the strength of this theory.  Earnings management is less likely tooccur in companies whose board has more independent directors, and audit committeemembers with financial expertise, meeting frequently ( Yang, Chun and Ramadili, 2009;Selleh Haat, 2014). The weakness of this theory usually manifestswhen performance bonus or executive compensation is adopted as a key measure inaligning the interest of the principal and agent as suggested by the theory.  This strategycould encourage the management to engage in income increasing manipulations ratherthan serving as a deterrent.
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3.3 Discussion on the Gaps Present in the Reviewed LiteratureBala and Kumai (2015) empirically researched on Board characteristics and Earningsmanagement of listed Food and Beverages Firms in Nigeria.  Board attributes such as boardsize, board composition, board meetings and board financial expertise were used asvariables impacting on earning management.  The first gap observed in their research is onthe use of board size as earnings management variable.  It is argued in this study, thatregardless of the size of a board, once the composition of the board is not structured infavour of independent non – executive directors, collusion among the directors to engage inearnings management cannot be ruled out.  Hence the use of board structure in this presentstudy. Board financial expertise not reflected in the composition of the audit committeewould not have any visible impact on earnings management.  This is another gap observedin the work of Bala and Kumai (2015).  This indept financial reporting oversight function ofthe board has been delegated to the audit committee members.  Hence, the committee’sfinancial expertise should serve as a better variable impacting on earnings management.Chandrasegram et al (2013) examined the impact of audit committee characteristicssuch as audit committee size, audit committee independence and frequency of auditcommittee meetings on earnings management.  It is argued that earnings managementcould still continue undetected in enterprises having large audit committee size and auditcommittee independent of the management but lacking in financial expertise.  The use ofdiscretionary accrual for income smoothening is a technical issue in accounting andrequires audit committee members with financial knowledge and expertise to understandand address this legal but unethical practice.  This gap overcome by introducing auditcommittee financial expertise as a variable impacting on earnings management.
ConclusionThis study examines the need for achieving sustainable development through auditcommittee impact on earnings management: evidence from Nigerian firms.  The use ofaccrual accounting gives the management some flexibility in adjusting earnings (profit)towards their desired level.  The findings of this study show that this opportunisticbehavior of the management is mitigated when an effective audit committee regularlymeeting and having adequate number of members with financial expertise is put in place.It is also revealed that an efficient board with more independent and non executivemembers impacts significantly on such opportunistic tendencies of the management.
RecommendationIt is recommended in the Nigerian context that for audit committee to be effective in theiroversight function, financial expertise of those to be appointed into membership of thecommittee must be a pre – requisite.  Furthermore, board composition should bestructured to tilt in favour of independent and non – executive directors.
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QUOTATION FOR REPOURING OF 500 KVN TRANSFORMER.

1. Transport to and fro 20,000 - 40,000
2. 3 ½ drums of oil 110,000 - 385,000180,000
3. 120 Lb of coils  1500 - 204,000
4. 10 yard of insulation paper 700 - 7,000
5. I tone of Shallack - 5000 - 5,000Total 617,000Labour 50,000Grand total 667,000Thanks.Yours faithfully,

AHAMEFULA OBIALOR
MANAGING DIRECTOR.
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A Special Issue Conference Proceeding Paper
INTRODUCTIONOrdinarily administration sets in when two or more persons come together to pursue agoal in a wider scope. Administration refers to the activities of legitimately empoweredpersons in formulation and implementation of policies and programmes. Keohane and Nye(2000) define governance as “processes and institutions, both formal and informal thatguide and restrain the collective activities of a group”. Governance involves essentiallyperson-to-person interactions and as such is open to delay, corruption and increased costin delivery of services. Perhaps in a bid to address these set-backs, the idea of governmentusing information technology to facilitate government operations was muted. Hence theparadigm shift from traditional governance to e-governance.E-governance is web-based orthodox form of governance which involves the use of
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Abstract: E-governance phenomenon has taken root in the
western world and the organized private sector in Nigeria but
the same cannot be said about the public sector, especially at
the state and local government levels. E-governance practice is
premised on the benefits of reduced corruption, increased
transparency, convenience and revenue growth. The paper
examines the phenomenon of E-governance from the public
sector perspective taking Abia State Polytechnic Aba as
analytical framework. It highlights the objectives of E-
governance and it’s cardinal principles of providing SMARRT
governance vis-à-vis its stages of application in Public service in
Abia state. Ten ways were identified through which e-
governance can improve the practice of public administration
with emphases on reduction of corruption, increased
transparency, greater convenience and revenue growth as
measurement indices. Using a simple percent technique to
analyze data collected from twenty four (24) persons on a four-
point Likert scale it concludes that the paradigm shift from
traditional governance to e-governance faces some hiccups in
Nigeria with the result that while e-governance has significantly
enhanced convenience and transparency it does not have a
significant positive effect on reduction of corruption and the
growth of revenue.
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information and communication technology (ICT) at various levels of governmentincluding public and private sectors in enhancing governance. E-governance has takenroots in western world and largely in organized private sector in Nigeria especially thebanking sector, but the same cannot be said about the public sector. It is against thisbackdrop that this study examines the concept of e-governance in Abia State PolytechnicAba with a view to ascertaining to what extent e-governance has been instituted in theinstitution and to what extent it has improved public administration practice especiallyform the perspectives of reduction of corruption, increased transparency, greaterconvenience and revenue growth.The study is presented in five sections; first is the ongoing section which isintroductory, next is definitions and review of literature. The third section discusses themethodology while the subsequent sections centre on reports and finally conclusions.
2.0 DEFINITIONS AND REVIEW OF LITERATUREE-governance and e-government are often assumed to be synonymous but this ismisleading. Again, many assume e-government is solely about delivering governmentservice over the internet but it is more than that. In what follows attempt is made to clearthe ambiguity by giving1few definitions which are hoped to put the concepts in the properperspective.
2.1 Definitions

2.1.1 e-governmentSimply put, e-government is the use of information and communication technology, such asthe internet, in the delivery of information and service to the citizens, businesses and otheragencies of government. It is generic term for web-based services from agencies ofgovernment. The Global Business Dialogue on Electronic Commerce (GBDe) defines e-government as, “a situation in which administrative, legislative and judicial agencies,digitize their operations and utilize networked system to realize better quality in theprovision of public services”(www.bdge.org).The working group on e-government in thisdeveloping world sees e-government as, “the use of information and communicationtechnologies (ICTs) to promote more efficient and effective government, facilitate moreaccessible government services, allow grater public access to information, and makegovernment more accountable to citizens” (www.pacificcoucil.org).
2.1.2 e-governanceGovernance connotes the processes and institutions that guide al restrain collectiveactivities of a group. Government is a subject of governance that acts with authority tocreate formal obligations. Accordingly e-governance means the use of ICT in the day to dayactivities of government. Ayo (2014:76) defines c-governance as, “the governing of astate/country using ICT”. Ojo (2004:79) sees e-governance as “the application of ICT by thegovernment to enhance accountability, create awareness and ensure transparency in themanagement of governmental businesses”. According to UNESCO, “e-governance is thepublic sector’s use of ICT with the aim of improving information and service delivery,encouraging citizens participation in the decision making process and making governmentmore accountable, transparent and effective” (www.unesco.org). The definitions suggest
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that e-governance concerns internally-focused utilization of information and internettechnologies to manage organizational resources both for public and private sectors. Ourinterest in this work is however limited to the public sector.
2.1.3 Public SectorThe public sector generally refers to the totality of agencies that carryout public service.Ezeani (2006), Adamolekun (2002:17-18) define public service as “the totality of servicesthat are organized under government authority”. Agba. Ochimana and Abubakar(2013:113) sees public service as, “the activities of government employees and institutionsaimed at formulating and implementing governmental policies and programmes for theinterest of the public”. To Akpan (1982) public sector “comprises all institutions financedand maintained by the tax payer”. Amara (2009:43) opines that public sector “refers to allinstitutions by which government carries out its functions, such as the civil service,parastatals, extra-ministerial departments and public enterprises”. In a broaderperspective, the public sector comprises the ministries, departments and agencies (MDA’s)as well as government based not-for-profit organizations, international governmentalorganizations, multinational corporations and quasi governmental organizations ingovernment exercises ownership and, or control.
2.2 Classification of e-governanceThere are three broad classifications of e-governance: Government to Government (G2G);Government to Business (G2B); and Government to Citizen (G2C) (Mbanefo, 2016). Aspecial type of G2C is e-democracy which occurs when elected representatives and politicalparties interact with the citizens nationally or in their constituencies.G2C — Government to Citizen: The essence of government is to cater for citizens andcommunity development. In G2C the government deals with such matters as providing on-line access to information and services to citizens, This may include paying income taxes asin FIRS, processing of drivers licenss, international passport and issuance of visa. A goodnumber of tertiary institutions in Nigeria process their admissions and fees paymentonline, Abia State Polytechnic Aba, is one of them.G2B — Government Businesses: Government often deals with businesses using the internetand other ICTs, such as in e-procurement and auctioning. G2B involves two wayinteractions: G2B and B2G.Payment of royalties to government by MNC’s come under G2Bclassification. Government at various levels in Nigeria use vehicles manufactured byINNOUSIN, IVM brands, through purchases and transactional arrangements reached by theinternet. Bids and other transactions for award of contracts for TETFUND interventionprojects are often consummated through corn transactions. Regulatory activities ofgovernment as in NAFDAC, SON etc, are carried out through ICT. Transactions betweenEFFC and banks also fall into G2B.G2G — Government to Government: G2G deals with those activities that take placebetween different government organizations and agencies with the aim of improving theefficiency and effectiveness of overall government operations. Regulatory activities as inPencom, EFCC, SERVICOM, Peer Review mechanism in assessing performance of agenciesof government, are all typologies of G2C. EFCC helped to expose the financial impropriety of
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a former rector at Abia State Polytechnic, Aba (www.abiapolyefcc) which eventually led tohis removal. Sharing of revenue between federal, state and local governments come underGZG, relationship and transactions between TETFUND, NBTE, ministry of education andinternational donor agencies are often consummated through internet. Donations of waterfacilities by the Rotary Foundation of Rotary International and the Church of Jesus Christfor Later day Saints and regional ICT Centre by the federal ministry of science aridtechnology to Abia State Polytechnic Abia are worthy of special note here. The ICT centreprovides the impetus for further G2G relationship by serving as centre for computer-basedUMTE examination.
2.3 Stages of e-governanceDifferent models have been proposed for the different stages in the evolution of e-governance (Mathias and Gaëlle, 2003; Kaaya, 2004; Okot- Uma and Rogers, 2004;Mbanefo, opacity).The UN e-governance global survey has adopted a five stage e-governance model (UN e-government Survey, 2004, 2005, 2008). These are, in order ofactivity; emerging presence; enhanced presence; interactive presence; transactionalpresence; and seamless (or networked) presence.
Stage 1 — Emerging Presence: According to Adeyemo (2010), in this state, an institutioncommits to becoming a e-government player. A formal but limited web presence isestablished through a few independent government websites which provide users withstatic organizational information.
Stage 2 — Enhanced Presence: In this stage an institution’s online presence begins toexpand as the number of official websites increase, with more dynamic and specializedinformation content that is frequently updated. According to Adeyemo (ibid), “theinteraction is still primarily unidirectional with information flowing essentially fromgovernment to the citizen”.
Stage 3 — Interactive Presence: In this stage an institution’s presence on the internetexpands dramatically by entering the interactive mode with access to a wide range ofgovernmental institutions and services.
Stage 4 — Transactional Presence: In this stage two way interactions between the citizenand the government is included. This is the stage at which e-governance in Abia StatePolytechnic operates.
Stage 5 — Seamless Stage: This stage presents the most sophisticated level in the onlinee-government initiative. It is characterized by a full integration of G2G, G2C and C2G, andthe reverse interactions. It is also called networked stage (Adeyemo, ibid). Mbanefo, (opcit)describes this stage as, ‘the stage of total integration of electronic functions and servicesacross administrative and departmental boundaries.
2.4 Principles/Objectives of c-governmentThe practice of e-government is premised on the following principles; accessibility,responsiveness, service delivery, efficient management of citizens and promotion ofinclusive and participatory governance (Mbanefo, opeit). World Bank(www.worldbank.org) had defined e-government as,
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use by government agencies of information technologies (such as Wide Area Networks, theinternet, and mobile computing) that have the ability to transform relations with citizens,businesses and other arms of government. It adds, these technologies can serve a variety ofthe different ends: better delivery of governing services to citizens, improved interactionwith business and industry, citizen empowerment through access information, or moreefficient management (AOEMA report).The resulting benefits can be less corruption, increased transparency, greaterconvenience, revenue growth\cost reduction”. Ayo (2014: 76-77) sees e-governance as“the application of ICT to transform the efficiency, effectiveness, transparency andaccountability of exchange of information and transaction; with the objective of providing aSMART government. The acronym SMARRT refers to Simple, Moral, Accountable,Responsive, Responsible and Transparent government”In the light of the foregoing, it is fair to aver that the core objectives of e- governance are:i. To make governance more accessible to the citizensii. To make government more responsible by providing information more promptlyiii. To improve service delivery to citizens through faster identification of communityfelt needs.iv. To ensure efficient citizens’ empowerment through access to information or moreefficient management.v. To promote inclusive and participatory governancevi. To improve interactions with business and industryvii. To improve transparency in governanceviii. To reduce corruptionix. To increase revenue growth by reducing cost of governancex. To increase convenience in governance through digital platform.
3.0 MethodologyThe study centres on e-governance and its stage of application in public service in AbiaState, using Abia State Polytechnic, Aba as analytical framework. Ten (10) specific wayswere identified in the preceding paragraph through which e-governance can improve thepractice of public administration but further analyses were based on only four viz:-reductive of corruption; increased transparency; greater convenience and revenue growth.A combination of systematic, convenience and purposive sampling techniques wasused to select twenty four persons from whom data for the study was generated. Amaraand Amaechi (2010:64-65) had identified sampling methods to include random, stratified,systematic, quota, cluster, purposive and convenience. Data generated was analyzed usingsimple percentages.
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4.0 ReportsResponses were received from 24 persons. The table below shows the distribution of theirresponses relative to specific questions.

The table shows that 79.2% of the respondents disagree with the proposition that e-governance as practiced in Abia State Polytechnic, Aba has reduced corruption, while20.8% are in agreement to the proposition. On same proposition about increase intransparency, 87.5% percent are in agreement while 12.5% disagree. Significant 75% agreethat e-governance has increased convenience while 25% is in disagreement. This is not sowith same proposition on e-governance and growth of revenue in which weak 58.3%responded in affirmative while 4 1.7% feel otherwise.The disposition of the respondents on the proposition about c-governance leadingto reduction in corruption, according to staff respondent who preferred to be anonymous,could be explained against the backdrop of the 8-month arrears of salaries owed somestaff, which was believed to be avoidable, but had to be so because of corruption andmismanagement of IGR fund of the polytechnic. This logic seemingly affected therespondents’ responses on growth of revenue, since according to some of them, if therevenue grew, it should be seen on staff salaries and welfare, but that was not the case.
5.0 ConclusionThe paradigm shift from traditional governance to c-governance which is permeatingpublic administration practice globally faces some hiccups in Nigeria. As a result orotherwise, some basic ideologies that underlie the introduction of c-governance hadcontinued to elude some public sector organizations. This work examined e-governancepractice in Abia State Polytechnic Aba, and found out that while it has significantlyenhanced convenience and transparency in administration, it does not have a positivesignificant effect on reduction of corruption and the growth of revenue.
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INTRODUCTIONThe concept of federalism has received broad scholarly definitions as each scholar attemptto define it according to his perception. Till the present day, the concept has no generallyaccepted definition as attempts at conceptualizing federalism almost always end inconfusion. This is because of the broad and pluralized nature of federalism. From anelementary point of view, federalism could be explained to mean the principle aroundwhich all the principalities and units constituting a nation-state agreed to federate. Theseprinciples have historical, social, economic and even military dimensions to them.Federalism can be described as a system of government in which the indicators of social,political and economic development are pursued by a coordinated effort of both centraland other integrated units of government (Friedrich, 1964).Contemporary writers on federalism such as Machamon and Riker among othersview federalism as a mutual interaction between and direct contact with at least two levelsof government. This definition is rested upon the fundamental principle that federalism is aform of governmental and institutional structure, deliberately designed by politicalarchitects to cope with the twin but difficult task of maintaining unity and peace while alsopreserving diversity. Federalism also mean a technique for aggregating large areas under
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Abstract: This study investigated thoroughly the practice of
federalism in a contemporary society using Nigeria experience
as a point of departure. Federalism is a system that evolved from
the idea of containing deep-seated difference within states that
are willing to stay together. Though federalism in Nigeria was
the brainchild of the colonial overlords, it was adopted to
combat the multi-ethnic and plural nature of Nigeria that has in
it hundreds of ethnic and tribal nationalities. The study used
survey research method. Primary and secondary method of data
collection was deployed in the study. The study uncovers that
efforts by the Nigeria state towards managing ethnic differences
and making Nigeria federal practice work are rather
aggravating the problem. The work concluded that true
federalism in Nigeria is only achievable if the basic tenets that
defined federalism are enshrined in the constitution and
completely obeyed.
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one government (Dike, 2012).Under this political set-up, the component units are given the opportunity todevelop along the trend of their environment and needs. Moreso, federalism could beexplained to mean a system of government that entails branching of powers into levels ofequal government, which translate to mean a form of a mixed government which involves abranch government and a centralized power which involves provincial, regional, state andother sub forms of government into just a central system (Davis, 1967).The most cogent, clearly expressed and widely accepted definition of federalism wasthe one given by Wheare in his classical work “Federal Government”. This definition set anew template for contemporary thinking on the subject matter. Wheare (1943) averredthat federalism is a method of dividing powers so that the central and regionalgovernments are each within a sphere, cordinate and independent of one another. Whearewent further to explain what he regarded as federal principles to include:· The division of powers among levels of government· Written constitution showing this division and· Coordinate supremacy of the two levels of government with regards to their respectivefunctions.
Typologies of FederalismThere are different kinds of federalism and nations of the world practice it depending onthe nature of their economic life, geographical alignments, economic advantages, historicalsimilarities, political culture etc. However, attempt will be made to explain the dominanttype of federalism.1. Political Federalism: Okey (2012:86) opined that political federalism describes thenature of sharing of duties and responsibilities within the central and componentgovernment. He stated further that the examination of political federalism probes into theissues of degree of political power given to the various levels of government. Politicalfederalism is the very reason behind the introduction of exclusive, concurrent and residuallist and the items in it. In some country of the world that practices federalism, thegovernment holds a relatively stronger power while the regional government enjoys lesserpowers. The former represent what is obtainable in Nigeria while the latter is a reflectionof the situation in the United States of America.2. Fiscal Federalism: It is a consequence of federalism and is concerned with therelationship among the various levels of government with respect to the allocation ofnational revenue and the assignment of functions and tax powers to the constituent units ina federation (Nyong 1998).Fiscal federalism is basically concerned with revenue allocation formular – thesharing of national revenue among the various tiers of government (vertical revenuesharing) as well as the distribution of revenue among states (i.e. horizontal revenueallocation). Fiscal federalism defines the degree of division of revenue between the centreand the component units as well as between the components. It examines the extent offinancial control which each level of government exercises. It examines the power oftaxation granted each level of government as well as any other sources of fund allowed inlevel of government (Okey, 2012). Fiscal federalism also refers to the use of funds allocated
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from the national program is supported. A perfect example of fiscal federalism is thecategorical grant, whereby the national government gives money to the states and thatmoney has requirement attached.Machineries Used in Managing Nigeria’s Fiscal FederalismAsogwa (2009) highlighted the following as the machinery used in managing Nigeria’sfiscal federalism;A. Federation Account Allocation Committee: Officials of federal and state governmentsalong with Revenue Mobilization Allocation and Fiscal Commission and Central Bank ofNigeria meet monthly with revenue generation agencies to share revenue acquiring to thefederation account in the preceding month. The meeting which is known as the FederationAccount Allocation Committee (FAAC) meeting is chaired by the minister of state forfinance and is attended by the Accountant-General of the federation, states commissionersfor finance and accountant-generals and revenue generating agencies such as the NigerianNational Petroleum Corporation (NNPC), Federal Inland Revenue Services (FIRS), NigeriaCustoms Services (NCS) and department of petroleum resources (DPR). Federation accountis a special account into which shall be paid all revenue collected by the government of thefederation except proceeds from personal income tax of the personnel of the Armed Forcesof the federation, the Nigerian Police, the ministry or department of government chargedwith the responsibility for external affairs and the residents of the federal capital Abuja.The federation account is a distributable pool account and shall be distributed among thefederal, state and local governments. These monies are distributed among the three tiers ofgovernment using approve revenue sharing formular from time to time. It was establishedby ht Raisman’s Commission in 1958 as Distributable Pool Account for Cushioning theeffect of differences in capacity in a situation in which derivation was used for sharingrevenue among component units that had different degree of natural resources. Since1977, it came to be known as the Federation Account Okey, (2012)B. Revenue Mobilisation Allocation and Fiscal Commission (RMAFC).The CFRN 1999 (Section 31, part 1 of the third schedule) provided for this commission toamong other functions, the monitoring of the accruals to and disbursement of revenue fromthe federation account. The commission has the following composition;a) Chairman andb) One member from each of the state of the federation and Federal Capital Territory,Abuja, who in the opinion of the president are persons of unquestionable integrity withrequisite qualifications and experience.The powers and functions of the commission include the following:· Systematic design and effective mobilization of sources of a public sector revenues.· Periodic review of revenue allocation principles and formula such that would minimizeshort-term political pressure.
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· Prescription and application of revenue allocation formulae after due approval by thefederal government for the purpose of sharing the federation account between the federal,state and local governments.· Monitoring the accruals and disbursements of revenue from the federation account, thestates joint account, the local government joint account, the various special purposeaccounts and such account that may from time to time be established or designated by thecommission with the approval of the federal government.· Ensuring full compliance with established revenue sharing arrangements as well as fullpublic accountability for all funds so allocated to various governments/or agenciesinvolved in the disposition of the federation account and many other powers and functions.C. State-Local Government Joint Allocation Account CommitteeThe formation, powers and functions of this committee varies from state to state thoughthey share close similarities. Enugu state is used as a reference point. The Enugu State JointLocal Government Account (Distribution of Revenue and Other Related Matters) law of2001, No.6 provided as follows with regard to Joint Allocation Account Committee (JAAC)
Membership1. A chairman;2. Representative of each of the three senatorial zone of the state;3. Local government treasurer representing each senatiorial zone;4. Representative of ministry of finance;5. Representative of ministry in-charge of local government; and6. A secretary.All these appointments are made by the Governor and the remuneration of salaries are alsosubject to the approval of the governor. The tenure for these positions is one year subjectto renewal of one additional year except for local government treasurers who have oneyear which is not subject to renewal. The committee has a good number of functions whichinvolves;· To open and maintain joint account.· To review from time to time the formula for the distribution of funds to localgovernments councils.· To advise state and local governments on fiscal matters and methods by which theirrevenue can be increased.· To monitor the disbursement of revenue from the joint account etc.
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However, it is necessary to note that before every revenue accruing to local governmentsfrom the joint account can be distributed, the following first line charges are deducted.a)  Primary school teachers’ salaries and overheadb) Money for local government pension board for payment gratuities and pensionsc)  One percent (1%) training fund for local government service commission for capacitybuilding of all staff of the local government.d) Traditional rulers’ stipends.
Principles of Fiscal FederalismThe following are principles guiding fiscal federalism according to Ekpo (2004)I. The Principle of Diversity: This means that the federal system must have the ability toaccommodate a large variety of diversities. For this reason, the fiscal system must providescope for variety and differences, to supply national, regional and local public goods.II. The Principle of Equivalence:Based on the geographical incidence of different publicgoods, allocation of revenue must be efficient to equalize the differences with acombination of faxes and public good services.III.    Principle of Fiscal Equalisation:This principle posits that in order to ensure minimumlevel of public goods and services, some degree of fiscal equalization is required. This is as aresult of differences in resources endowment in the states of the federation. For thisreason, a well rounded programme for reducing financial equalities among the states willensure purity among states and local governments and reduce tension surroundingrevenue allocation in Nigeria.IV. The Efficiency Principle:This principle implied that efficiency must be applied in theallocation of resources. In addition, each level of government should maximize its internalrevenue earnings at maximum tax efforts.V. The Principle of Derivation:This principle opines that the component units in a systemshould be able to control some of its own resources as they desire. Resource control isregarded here to the extent that the federation is not undermined.VI. The Principle of Centralized Redistribution: This principle states that redistributionfunction of fiscal policy through progressive taxation and expenditure programmes shouldbe centralized at the federal level. This is because if it is decentralized, it can result inlocational decision.VII.  Principle of Centralize Stabilization: This requires the use of fiscal instruments(variation in taxation and expenditure) for achieving macroeconomic objectives of growth,stabilization and full employment at the national level.3. Dual Federalism: Patterson (1999) averred that dual federalism is a constitutionaldoctrine which holds that certain policy areas such as interstate commerce and defense are
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the clear and exclusive province of national authority, while other policy areas such aspublic health and intrastate commerce belong clearly and exclusively to the state.This doctrine is therefore based on the idea that a precise separation of national and stateauthority is both passive and desirable to make the system work optimally. This kind offederalism is nicknamed “Layer Cake Federalism”. This is because people view therelationship between governments as a series of layers, localities on the bottom, states inthe middle and the federal government occupying the top spot.Bringing this to the Nigeria scenario, primary education, primary healthcare and ruraldevelopment are seen as local government functions. Agriculture, education policy,currency, aviation, migration and immigration, police recruitment are preempted by thecentral government. Scholars like  Grodzins and Elazar have seriously objected the idea ofthe “layer cake” administrative federalism on the ground that it has substituted the logic ofcooperation.4. Cooperative Federalism: Societies of the world excel and perform very well in thepresent clime because of interdependency. The idea behind cooperative federalism ispredicated on the fact that problems affecting citizens of country in one part of the countryare likely to affect citizens living elsewhere in the country. For instance, problems ofinsecurity, environmental pollution, unemployment, poverty, flood, disease etc affectingNigerians living in Benue state are likely to affect Nigerians living in Rivers state.The implication is that this situation will inform and encourage the decision of thecentral, states and local government policy makers to collaborate their efforts to solve aparticular problem that is of interest to them. Nwosu (1992:268) in Asogwa (2009:114)observed that in cooperative federalism arises because several separate government sharea divided responsibility for regulating a single economic social structure. It is not commonto see that any constitution could be drafted which would enable each to perform itsspecific functions impinging on the others. Therefore, their activities are inevitably mingledand cooperative arrangements must be clearly worked out. This collaborative effort ofvarious levels of government is what is regarded as cooperative federalism.The difference between this system of federalism and the dual federalism is like thedifference a marble whose levels flow together and a layer cake whose levels are separate(Patterson, 1997:57). Again in Nigeria for instance, medical programme like the NationalProgramme on Immunization (NPI) which is aimed at eradicating polio among Nigerianchildren of tender age, the Universal Basic Education programme which has assisted in theenrollment increase of primary school pupils and also in the construction of classroomblocks in the states of the federation for basic education of Nigerians. Agricultural and ruraldevelopment programme etc all being undertaken through the collaborative effort of all thelevels of government (Asogwa, 2009).Also the ongoing policy of Muhammadu Buhari to feed primary school pupils acrosssome states of the federation is another perfect example of cooperative federalism.Cooperative federalism describes the belief that all level of government should worktogether to solve common problems.5. QUASI FEDRERALISM: As earlier explained, federalism is associated with legalarrangement which defines the powers and functions of the different tiers of government.
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This is what is obtainable in countries that practices federalism like USA,Nigeria,Canada,Mexico, India, Argentina etc. This legal division of powers and functions is absent in Quasi-federal state, but powers and functions are shared between the levels of government inpractice without a legal framework in reality that will define such powers and functions.6. Centralized Federation: This is a kind of federalism whereby most powers are given tothe federal government thus weakening the capacity of the states to legislate on mattersthey consider essential to them.Also, centralized federalism centers on the idea that the federal government shouldbe responsible for setting all national policies and the state and the local governmentshould be responsible for carrying out these policies. Nigeria presents a perfect picture ofcentralized federalism. This is because most powers of the government are concentrated inthe occlusive legislative list in the 1999 constitution. Other examples of countries thatpractice this kind of federalism are Great Britain and France.
The Evolution of Nigeria FederalismMany view the adoption of federalism in Nigeria as historic and circumstantial. It startedwith the activities of the nationalists who fought tirelessly for the independence of thisgreat country. Nigeria federalism could be traced to the amalgamation of this Southern andNorthern Protectorate as one country in 1914 by Lord Fredrick Lugard. Also, in 1922,following the appointment of High Clifford as the governor-general of Nigeria, he dividedthe country into Southern province and Northern province. He introduced the first everelective principles in Nigeria which led to the formation of the first political party (NNDP)in Nigeria in 1923. The party was championed by late Herbert Macaulay. Hugh Clifford alsointroduced a single legislative council for the colony of Lagos and the Protectorate ofSouthern Nigeria.In 1946, when Arthur Richard took over the helms of affairs from BernardBourdilion as the governor-general of Nigeria, he introduced the principle of regionalismand it was formally enshrined in the constitution which recognized the three regions viaEastern, Western and Northern regions. He also established a single legislative council forthe whole country, the southern and western Nigeria was now united into one legislativecouncil. The constitution also recognized the regional councils and allocated some politicaldeliberative powers to it. Moreso, during the 1953 London Constitutional Conference, atrue and clear federal system of government was adopted for Nigeria. In that conference, itwas generally agreed that Nigeria should adopt a complete federal system of governmentwith a clear division of power between the federal and the component government.Also, as a pathway to Nigeria federation, the social units within the respective values andorientation strive to express their feelings on national issues and governance, each section,region or ethnic group struggles to perspective its influence over others in governance.These inherent ethnic and sectional differences led to the adoption of federalism in Nigeriain the early history of our nationhood and quest for development.
Why Nigeria Adopted Federalism1. The very reason for the adoption of federalism in Nigeria was to allow and encourage thepeople at the grass root take active part in local affairs.
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2. It was also to create and encourage healthy competition and innovation among thecomponent units. This will make the component units grow and develop at their own pace.3. NATIONAL INTEGRATION: Federalism is all about national integration, it createscohesion and unites the citizens of a country. It will eliminate the problem of separation,ethnic rivalry and fear of domination of minorities.4. FEDERALSIM IS A FRAMEWORK FOR DEVELOPMENT: As posited earlier, federalismdecentralizes power. This feature of federalism is widely believed to be a veritableframework for even development. The advanced country where Nigeria had borrowedleaves from, such as USA practice federalism. This made Nigeria believe the choice offederalism will help them achieve the status of the USA, hence the choice of federalism.5. POLITICAL STABILITY: An outstanding motive of federalism is to promote unity and toforce the government to be closer to the people. Federalism was born from the idea ofpeaceful co-existence of citizens, stability and cohesion to promote national integration.6. FOR THE PURPOSES OF EVEN DEVELOPMENT: The wealth of Nigeria is not in all thestates. Some state especially the Niger Delta states are far morericher than the others.Nigeria adopted federalism to ensure these wealth spread across other states who do nothave these natural resources in abundance so they can develop and take good care of theirneeds as well.7. COLONIAL BACKGROUND: Nigeria has been severally referred to as a product of BritishColonial suturing. A key reason for Nigeria’s federalism is common historical/ancestralbackground. The tongues and tribes that made up Nigeria have one colonial history.Moreso, colonial masters with the Richard’s constitution in 1947 launched Nigeria onto thepath of the present federal system of government via regionalization of the country.8. THE SIZE OF NIGERIA: With the total area of 923,768km2, Nigeria cannot justifiably beadministered by a lone “leviathan” from the top. Such arrangement would breed neglect,frustration and aggression, no thanks to red-tape dominance in unitary system ofgovernment, thus promoting efficiency in service delivery and governance.9. THE PLURAL NATURE OF NIGERIA: Nigeria is a plural society with over 1000 ethnicgroups and tribes. Besides the major three; Igbo, Hausa and Yoruba, there are other macroand micro ethnic minorities in the country. Federalism was favoured to address thesituation.
BASIC FEATURES OF NIGERIA FEDERALISM1. The relations between the federation and its entities are governed by the federalconstitution.2. There are two legislative chambers at the federal level (Senate and House ofRepresentatives), one legislative chamber (House of Assembly) at the state level and thesubjects of the federation have equal representation in one of the chambers i.e. the senate.
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Every state in Nigeria has three senators in the Nigerian senate, while House ofrepresentatives is on proportional representation.3. Foreign policy activities are conducted by the federal government on behalf of the state.4. States use their own constitution, decrees and other normative legal acts that will belegal in their territory on a par with federal constitution and federal laws.5. States of the federation have their own colour, emblems, anthems and other signs of thestate except state sovereignty.6. States in Nigeria are not independent subjects to international laws.7. The entities of Nigeria are not allowed to secede from the federation or to unilaterallyterminate links with the national government.8. No amendment(s) can be made to the federal constitution without the approval of thestates of Nigeria.9. State power is divided between the federal government and the government of thestates of the Federation. .10. Law courts are organized according to dual principles: each level has its own court toensure effectiveness of the laws.11. Elections into the executive arm of the government at the federal and state level andinto the national and state parliaments is conducted every four years.12. Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC) conduct elections for the federaland state government while State Independent Electoral Commission conduct elections forthe local government.
STRUCTURES AND INSTITUTIONS USED IN SERVICING NIGERIA FEDERALISMCountries of the world that practices federal system of government has some institutionsand structures established for managing the relations between the federal government andthe competent units. The situation is the same in Nigeria. Some of these institutions andstructures will be discussed here;1. COUNCIL OF STATE: Section 6 of third schedule (part 1) of the CFRN 1999 gave impetusto this council. The views of the membership include president, vice president, senatepresident, speaker of House of Representatives, military head of state, all former chief ofjustices of Nigeria and attorney general of Nigeria. The council has the responsibility toadvise the president on matters like, national population census, prerogative of mercy,award of national honours and maintenance of public order within the federation. Thecouncil in addition to the above is expected to again advise the president with regards tothe following federal commissions. The Independent national Electoral Commission (INEC),the Judicial Commission (NJC) and the National Population Commission.
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2. NATIONAL ECONOMIC COUNCIL: Membership of this council is composed of thefollowing, the vice president as the chairman, the governor of each state of the federationand the governor of the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN). The National Economic Council wascreated as a mechanism for the coordination of the different levels of government inrespect to economic matters. The council is saddled with the responsibility of advising thepresident concerning the economic affairs of the federation and in particular on measuresnecessary for the economic planning effort of economic programmes of the variousgovernments of the federation. The National Economic Council was provided for in Section153(1) of the CFRN 1999.3. FEDERAL CHARACTER OF NIGERIA COMMISSION: One fundamental provision of theCFRN 1999 which is gearedtowards servicing Nigeria set-up is contained in section 14(3)of same constitution. The composition of the government of the federation or any of itsagencies and the conduct of its affairs shall be carried out in such a manner as to reflect thecharacter of Nigeria and the need to promote national unity and also to command nationalloyalty, thereby ensuring that there shall be no predominance of persons from a few statesor from a few ethnic or other sectional groups in that government or in one of its agencies.The idea behind federal character principle is that the president shall appoint atleast one of his ministers from each state who shall be indigene of such state. Federalcharacter principle is predicated on the fact to maintain “National Unity” and “NationalLoyalty”, there must be harmonious federal state relations. The aim again is to ensure thosein the minority states are not shortchanged and sidelined in the scheme of things of thefederation thereby disabusing their minds from alienation.The same federal character principle was extended to the state local governmentrelations through a modified version of the provisions relating to federal-state level. This isprovided for in Section 14(4) of some constitution. It is however heartbreaking to observethat the aim of the fderal character principle in the lopsided appointment of successivefederal government and different state governments. The present administration ofMuhammadu Buhari is the worst heat of it.4. THE CODE OF CONDUCT BUREAU AND TRIBUNAL: The code of conduct bureau is one ofthe institutions established by the CFRN 1999 Section 153(1). The bureau has a chairmanand nine other members, each of whom at the time of appointment shall not be less thanfifty years of age. The body has offices in each state of the federation. The bureau has thefollowing responsibility;a)  Receive declarations by public officers made under paragraph 12 of part 1 of the fifthschedule of the 1999 CFRNb) Examine the declaration in accordance with the requirements of the code of conduct ofany laws.c) Retain custody of such declarations and make them available for inspection by anycitizen of Nigeria on such terms and conditions as the national assembly may prescribe etc.The code of conduct tribunal, on the other hand imposes punishments upon any publicofficer found guilty of contravening any of the provision of the code. These two bodies are
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federal government agencies established to serve as watch dog over the public officers inthe federation which include states and local government officers (Asogwa, 2009)5. INDEPENDENT NATIONAL ELECTORAL COMMISSION (INEC): The CFRN, 1999 section153(1) provided for this commission. The commission is composed of the following;achairman, who shall be the chief electoral commissioner and twelve other members to beknown as National Electoral Commissioner. A member of the commission shall; be non-partisan and a person of unquestionable integrity. The commission is expected to:
• Organize, undertake and supervise all elections to the offices of the president andvice president, the governor and deputy governor of a state and to the membershipof the senate, the house of representatives and the house of assembly of each stateof federation
• Register political parties in accordance with the provisions of the constitution andAct of the National Assembly.
• Monitor the organization and operation of political parties including their finances,conventions, congresses and party primaries etc.6. DERIVATION PRINCIPLE: This is a mechanism established by the federal government forsharing revenue between the national government and the state government on one handand between the state government and local government on the other hand. The 13%derivation principle for the oil producing states is a perfect example. According to Okey(2012); the adoption of this principle entails the sharing of revenue generated in thefederation in such a manner that these component units from which greater portion of thenational revenue is generated also receive greater share in the allocation of revenue.7. REVENUE ALLOCATION FORMULA: This is a statement expressing the pattern ofdistributing national revenue between a central government and component governmentand among component governments. It consists of principles and percentages ratio, indicesupon which the sharing of revenue is carried out (Okey, 2012:81).

ISSUES IN NIGERIA FEDERALISMThat the federal system of government was designed primarily to solve the fear ofalienation of the minority by the majority; to address the multi-ethnic and plural nature ofNigeria, to ensure even development and many more can never be over emphasized. Toboldly say that these issues has been squarely addressed with many years of the practice offederalism can never be true as more and more of these issues keep coming up. Thefollowing constitutes area of problems in Nigeria federal system;1. REVENUE GENERATION AND ALLOCATION: In an attempt to solve this endemicproblem, various principles of revenue allocation has been adopted by commission ofenquiry/panels setup by the federal government in recent times. These principles include;principle of derivation, national interest, population, equality of states, even developmentetc. In the present day Nigeria, the resources of the country belongs to the nationalgovernment. Oil is the life wire of Nigeria and whatever is generated from it is kept in thefederation account and is shared monthly among the different levels of government-federal, state and local government. This is never supposed to be so as the component units
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to tap their resources, generate revenue from it and pay an agreed percentage in the formof tax to the federal government. This act has turned the component units into beggarsbegging for what rightly belongs to them.A record example is the oil producing states of Niger Delta who are made inferiorand subservient to the centre. This act has forced the youths of the region to take up armsagainst the federal government. There reasons has been despite the vast wealth producedin the area, plus the negative impact of oil industry on their land, the people of the arearemain poorer than others overtime, they cry very loud against not only marginalizationand exclusion but outright neglect in the sharing of the wealth of the native and lostprominent men in the fight against the federal government e.g. The Ogoni9 (Ehiodo,2012:68). Till this present day, Nigeria is still struggling to enjoy relative peace in the NigerDelta region and this has been the result of lopsided revenue allocation formula. Revenueallocation is a source of controversy and huge obstacle to the practice of federalism inNigeria.2. CENTRALIZATION OF THE POLICE FORCEThe police high command is centralized and is headed by an inspector general of police,appointed by the president (federal government). The various state commissioners ofpolice take orders directly from the police inspector general. The state governors who areflattered with the title of chief security officer in the states have no control over the policecommissioner in their states. When the governors give instructions to the policecommissioners, they police commissioners will need to first consult their boss (IG) beforetaking action, leading to delay and more escalation of the crises situation. In a situationwhere the state government is at loggerhead with the central government, your guess is asgood as mine. In another development, it will be practically a difficult task for the federalgovernment to post a police commissioner to another state that it is not his state of originand expect such police officer to fight crime very well. How on earth do you expectforexample Ogoni man who is a police officer to fight crime very successfully in Lagos, anunknown terrain ? This is because he has no good understanding of the terrain andtherefore cannot execute his plan and strategies against terrorists very perfectly. This canas well be fingered as one of the reasons why crimes continue unabated in Nigeria.3. THE UNKNOWN IDENTITY OF THE THIRD TIER LEVEL OF GOVERNMENTOne of the very reasons why the 1976 local government reform in Nigeria was widelycelebrated and applauded was that it makes the local government a third tier level ofgovernment and it was formally enshrined in the constitution thus making it co-equal withthe federal and state governments. By such position, local government in Nigeria issupposed to be politically and economically independent from other levels government.But this is not what is obtainable in reality as local government in Nigeria is made anappendage of the state government. This is a huge mockery to federalism. Nigeriafederalism structure is in anti-thesis to the principle of federalism which recognizes onlytwo levels of government. With the level of political culture in Nigeria, granting autonomyto local government will cause more problems of governance to state governors. Youcannot imagine a situation where some local government boss will run directly to thepresident and boycott the state governors and will even want to flex muscle with stategovernors. This will result to breach of peace as the state will become a theatre of war.
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4. CONTINUED DOMINANCE OF GOVERNMENTAL POWERS BY THE FEDERALGOVERNMENTIn Nigeria, the state government is claiming superiority over the local government just asthe federal government is claiming superiority over them. Till date, it cannot be completelysaid that the state government are autonomous. This ugly situation has informed thedecision of many political thinkers and activist to call for political power devolution so thatstates can enjoy real autonomy as it is done in other advanced clime. This excessivepolitical power wielded by the central government has made them take certain decisionswithout minding the component units, as the best they can do is to cry out loud. Thedecision of the federal government to spend money from the excess crude account withoutfirst taking the 13% derivative fund meant for the oil producing states which attractednation-wide condemnation is one example of such excessive power of the centre.5. POLITICISATION AND OUTRAGEOUS NUMBER OF COMMITTEE IN THE PARLIAMENTCommittees are where core legislative business are carried out. This is why the import ofparliamentary committees cannot be cajoled with. Parliamentary committees are supposedto be carefully selected with distinct responsibility attached to it but this is not what is it inNigeria, as it is used to settle loyal party legislators. Good numbers of committee areheaded by members of the leading political party in the parliament without recourse toarea of specialization and these are “money spinning” committees. And because theirinterest was to get the proceeds of such committee, they are carefree about carrying outthorough committee work as their aim has been met to the detriment of Nigerians.Again because major legislative work is done in the committee, judging from theforegoing, the committee report to the general house will be lopsided and the result will beone sided legislation. Also, Nigeria’s National Assembly has about 165 committees. 68 and97 for the senate and House of Representatives respectively. This is never a welcomedevelopment. In most cases, some of the committees do not perform any noticeablefunction throughout their lifespan in the parliament but fund is allocated to them forcommittee seating.In the USA, where Nigeria imported federalism, the size of their national parliamentis almost times two smaller than that of Nigeria. Though it can be argued that it is adifferent strokes for different folks, the big question should be how has Nigeria fared withthis structure?Has it helped Nigeria federalism achieve a desired pace of growth anddevelopment? We better try something different. Multiple parliamentary committee is nothelping the country and should be jettisoned.6. DUAL NATURE OF THE COURT SYSTEM (JUDICIARY)The existence of many courts to a large extent affects the practice of federalism. This isbecause it is expensive to run and maintain. In Nigeria, there is the presence of manycourts. This is to some great extent makes lottery out of the judiciary, making it difficult forthe integration of legal system. Though the supreme court holds as the highest court whichguarantees uniform application, but the various orders and judgement of the high courtswith concurrent jurisdiction affect the practice of federalism in Nigeria.7. OWNERSHIP OF RESOURCES (RESOURCE CONTROL)Nigeria has witnessed and is likely to witness more inter-ethnic crises on the ground of
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who to control the resources of the land and this if not given quick attention will continueto put Nigeria in an unfortunate situation. Resource control agitation is a call for the re-organization of fiscal federalism in such a manner that component units could generate andutilize revenue arising from the exploration and exploitation of mineral and non-mineralresources in their territorial areas (Okey, 2012:103). It should be noted that thisusurpation of resource control by the central government was initiated by the Lt. Col.Yakubu Gowon (administration) regime as an expedient measure to pursue the 1967-70civil war. Since then, states especially Niger Delta staes has been transformed into beggarpleading for their rightful share of their resources and this has resulted to several crisesbetween the people of the region and the federal government. One example that readilycomes to mind is the Ijaws in particular, under the banner of the Ijaw State Movement hadbeen seething with rage that their territory had provided much of the country’s wealth yetthey got nothing from it, so after the Jan. 15 1966 coup, the Ijaws led by Isaac Jasper AdakaBoro a former student of University of Nigeria took up arms against the Ironsi regime. Heproclaimed the independence of the Niger Delta People’s Republic, declared a state ofemergency and announced that the territory would be tax free until fully industrialized butthe federal military government dispatched troops and crushed the rebellion (Ehiodo,2012:69).8. THE ISSUE OF SECESSIONIn a federal set-up, there is always the problem of secession. Agitation for selfdetermination by those who found themselves in the minority group is continuous and thisthreatens the practice of federalism. The activities of Niger Delta Avengers (NDA) agitatingfor Niger Delta Republic and the Indigenous People of Biafra (IPOB) clamouring for theRepublic of Biafra is a typical example.
RECOMMENDATIONS1. Each state of the federation should be allowed to determine the minimum wage it canpay her workers. The idea of enforcing a uniform minimum wage should stop henceforth asit is never a healthy practice. Let there be competition in the system.2. All existing and potential precursors to cultural and ethnic conflicts should be reasonablysuppressed if Nigeria federalism is tenable.3. The federal executive must ensure that national resources are utilized equitably so thatno component unit will feel cheated. Nigeria is multi-ethnic in nature. This means that anymisguided action by the federal government in the utilization of resources would alwaystrigger off reactions from the component units. This is one fact that the leadership at thecentre must always bear in mind (Okey, 2012).4. Parliamentary committees in both the state and national assembly should be reduced tosuch a manageable size, the formation should not be politicized and it should be madefunctional to ensure quality legislation that the impact will be far reaching.5. State independent electoral commission should be restructured, strengthened andrationalized for effective and efficient service delivery.
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6. The national and state parliaments should put up a legislation to determine the totalnumber of aides to the president and state governors. It has been observed that stategovernors create unwanted offices and fill them up with party loyalists, family members,friends etc even when they are working nothing thereby contributing to high cost ofgovernance.7. State police should be created to fight crimes within the state. This time those who knowthe terrain will be incharge of combating crime and one can be assured there will be nohideout for criminals.8. The statutory allocation to the local government from the centre should be abolished,while allocation to the states should be increased so that each state could tend tolocalaffairs through, offcourse the local governments (created and managed by each state)(Okey, 2012).9. All resources found in the states to be explored and managed by the state, an agreedpercentage to be paid as tax to the federal government.
CONCLUSIONNigeria federal structure since inception has witnessed structural and fiscal reformation asnew realities emerges and this is not without major deficits but like in all politicalorganization, there is no perfect policy. The Nigeria federal structure may not havesucceeded in all its political ills, it is nonetheless what has kept as united. However, evennon federal states are faced with similar problems bothering on threats to its veryexistence.Therefore our inability to have stability in our political system in spite of years ofpracticing federalism should not be taken as bankruptcy of the system. It is a proven factthat the best form of government for Nigeria is the federal system with its basic tenetsproperly and carefully administered. Hence, I hereby submit that true federalism in Nigeriais only possible and achievable if the basic tenets that defined federalism are enshrined inthe constitution.
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Abstract: Nigeria has had a history of poorly organised
electoral process that is marked with voter intimidation, ballot
box snatching and stuffing, vote buying, multiple voting,
underage voting, falsification of results and other electoral
malfeasances. The introduction of the permanent voters’ cards
(PVC)	 and	 the	 voters’	 card	 reader―	 an	 anti-rigging
technological	device―for	the	authentication	of	PVCs	and	voters	
is to curb these electoral ills. This paper investigated the impact
of the voter’s card reader on Nigeria’s General Elections
between 2012 – 2017, and relied on documentary method for
the generation of data. The cybernetics model of
communications theory was adopted as the theoretical
framework. Resting on four basic pillars: circularity, variety,
process and observation; the cybernetics theory developed by
Norbert Wiener focuses on how systems function and how they
communicate with other systems or with their own components.
The qualitative method of data analysis was employed to
analyse the data. The paper found that the use of the voter’s
card has curtailed voter’s impersonation, multiple voting, over
voting or result bloating; has rekindled the confidence of most
Nigerian voters and international partners and accounts for the
drop in the volume of post-election petitions. It concluded that
the voter’s card reader is a technological advancement in
Nigeria’s electoral process and has made a positive impact in
Nigeria’s General Elections. Though it has not functioned
optimally nor has been very reliable to accredit all voters
throughout the process without the resorting to the use of
manual accreditation. Therefore, we recommends that the
technology and software be improved to effectively verify and
authenticate voters at a good speed during accreditation.
Election officials should also be trained well enough to handle
the device for maximum performance. Further studies have  to
investigate prospects of modernization of Nigeria’s electoral
process through technology.
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INTRODUCTIONThe Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC) introduced the voter’s card readeralso known as smart card reader for use, for the first time in Nigeria’s electoral process inthe 2015 general elections. The use of the voter’s card reader for the purpose of voters’accreditation during an election is an INEC reform and a critical component of the 2015general elections. The card reader is configured for use at specific polling units toauthenticate permanent voter’s card (PVC), verify voter’s identity and provide an electronicbackup for accredited voters on Election Day. Prior to its use in the 2015 general electionsunder the leadership of Prof Attahiru Jega, a number of technologically based reformsamong which are biometric register of voters and advanced fingerprints identificationsystem were introduced by INEC-The Nigerian Election Management Body (EMB). Today,technology is used in the electoral process of many countries across the globe for voters’registration and register compilation, to draw electoral boundaries, to manage and trainelection officials, to conduct voter education for stakeholders, to print ballots, to count andrecord votes, to announce and publish election results etc.Election is an important component of democracy. Election, broadly speaking is theprocess of elite selection by the eligible voters of the population in any given politicalsystem. According to the Wikipedia, a general election is an election in which all or mostmembers of a given political body are chosen. According to The Electoral Institute (TEI)report, general elections are elections conducted in the federation at large for federal andstate elective positions. It involves the election of representatives to legislative andexecutive positions from constituencies throughout the country. Historically, Nigeria hasheld general elections in 1959, 1964, 1979, 1983, 1993, 1999, 2003, 2007, 2011 and 2015respectively. Nigeria’s fourth republic has witnessed general elections in 1999, 2003, 2007,2011 and 2015. Since, after the 2015 general elections, there have been in-betweenoccasions of re-run and bye-elections across the country.Elections are meaningfully democratic if they are free, fair, participatory, credible,regular, competitive and legitimate. However, elections in Nigeria over the years have beenmarked with a wide range of electoral malpractices such as multiple voting, voting byunder-aged persons, impersonation, manipulation and falsification of results etc. Electoralmalpractices make the citizens lose confidence in the electoral process, undermine thedemocratic process and usually lead to electoral violence, political instability andinsecurity, which bring about a major setback in the development and consolidation ofdemocracy.The voter’s card reader was a thought out technological innovation to preventelectoral malpractices in the 2015 general elections and subsequent elections in Nigeria.The proper application of this and other technologies to the process can increaseadministrative efficiency, improve political transparency, and reduce long-term costs ofconducting elections.The use of the voter’s card reader has generated varying opinions and discussionsby stakeholder’s especially political scientists on its strengths and weaknesses in thepursuance of free, fair and credible elections in Nigeria. On this score, this paper intends toexamine the concept, uses, strengths and weaknesses of the voter’s card reader in order toarrive at its impacts on Nigeria’s general elections.
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PROBLEM STATEMENTAccording to an interview with the program manager of the International Foundation forElectoral Systems (IFES), a legitimate electoral process and public confidence in democraticgovernance depends on both the actual and perceived integrity of an election (Hedlund,2015). Elections in Nigeria is popularly characterized by multiplicity of double voting,ballot box snatching, violence, impersonation, voting by under-aged persons, manipulationand falsification of results, which altogether destroy the integrity and credibility of theelectoral process. The procedures for organizing the elections and counting the votes aregenerally not transparent and leave so much room for election malpractices. These haveled to massive disinterest and loss of confidence by voters in the credibility of elections inNigeria. Consequently, many eligible voters have become politically apathetic not becausethey do not want to participate in the electoral process; but because they believe, theirvotes would not count.The prevalence of electoral irregularities in Africa especially Nigeria, hasaccentuated the clamour for the use of voting technologies for uncovering and reducingelectoral malpractices by which corrupt politicians ascend to power illegally. The idea ofthe introduction of the voter’s card reader for the 2015 general elections was to curtail oreliminate electoral malpractices but was greeted by a public outcry for fear that INECwould use the technology to aid and cover up electoral malpractices. The approval by theSenate for the use of voter’s card readers for accreditation in the election process hasequally generated debates by some stakeholders and political scientists. While someexpected that the device would promote the credibility of the elections, others expressedfears that it would be a failure and may be manipulated by INEC.The use of the voter’s card reader during the 2015 general elections came withsome troubles ranging from technical glitches to operational inefficiencies of the electionofficials whose duty it was to operate the device. The malfunctioning of the voter’s cardreaders in many polling units across the nation prompted INEC to instruct the electionofficials in the concerned polling units to revert to the manual system of accreditation.
OBJECTIVES OF STUDYThe main objective of this study is to appraise the impact of voter’s card readers on generalelections in Nigeria between 2012-2017. Some specific objectives are:1. To assess the relevance of the voter’s card readers in the election process in Nigeria.2. To evaluate the reliability of the voter’s card reader during the election process inNigeria between 2012 and 2017.3. To determine the impact of the voter’s card reader on general elections in Nigeriabetween 2012 and 2017.
RESEARCH QUESTIONSFrom the objectives of this study as stated above, these research questions are feasible anduseful to guide the study:1. Is the use of the voter’s card reader useful in Nigeria’s general election process?2. Is the voter’s card reader a reliable device for use in Nigeria’s election processbetween 2012 and 2017.
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3. What is the impact of the voter’s card reader on general elections in Nigeriabetween 2012 and 2017?
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKAccording to Webb, Gibbins, and Eulau, (n.d.) election is the formal process of selecting orrejecting a political proposition by voting. The Carter Center (2018), notes that an electionis much more than the election day; “it is a cyclical process that unfolds long before andafter voting. An electoral cycle starts at the end of one election and runs through thebeginning of the next election. It has three basic phases: pre electoral preparations,electoral operations and post-electoral strategies (UNDP, 2010).The origin of elections in the contemporary world lie in the gradual emergence ofrepresentative government in Europe and North America beginning in the 17th century.Governments were believed to derive their powers from the consent of the governed fromtime to time at regular intervals. Today representative government and elections are thebedrock of democracy – a system of government by the whole population or all the eligiblemembers of a state through elected representatives.Following decolonization in some African countries in the 1950s and ’60, a numberof countries held elections though many reverted to authoritarian form of rule. In the1970s, elections were introduced in some African countries such as Ghana and Nigeriafollowing the dissolution of some military dictatorships.Elections enable voters to select leaders and to hold them accountable for theirperformance in office. According to the Carter Center (2018) elections provide politicaleducation for citizens and ensure the responsiveness of democratic governments to the willof the people. They also serve to legitimize the acts of those who wield power.General election is an election that holds across the country for given politicalpositions within a particular day or time. In presidential systems, a general election is aregularly scheduled election where both the president and either a class or all members ofthe national legislature are elected at the same time but can also involve special electionsheld to fill prematurely vacated positions (Wikipedia). A general election day may alsoinclude elections for local officials.
ELECTION TECHNOLOGYAutomation is usually spurred by a sense of urgency to overcome a specific problem orsituation. Most electoral management bodies in the world today employ the use ofinnovative ICT technologies with the aim of improving the electoral process andeliminating the cumbersome processes associated with the manual procedure. It isbelieved that technology not only makes electoral processes cleaner, easier and faster butcan also makes it more secure, reliable and sustainable. Relevant technologies for electoralprocesses range from basic office automation tools like the word processing and spreadsheets to sophisticated data processing tools like data base management systems, opticalscanning and geographic information systems.It is pertinent now to point out the various phases in an electoral process: the designand drafting of legislation otherwise called the legal framework, the recruitment andtraining of electoral staff, electoral planning, voter registration, registration of politicalparties, nomination of parties and candidates, electoral campaign, polling, counting,tabulation of results, declaration of results, resolution of electoral disputes, reporting,
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auditing and archiving. Whichever technology to be employed, care must be given to theadoption of technology in a given political system to avoid the risk of compromisingtransparency and sustainability of any phase of or an entire electoral process.The impacts of technology in many areas of life have prompted citizens of nations toexpect their electoral institutions to keep pace with realities of modern technology. In theUnited States of America, online voter registration is growing exponentially, from twostates in 2008 to over 29 states during the last elections that brought Donald Trump topower (Okonji, 2018). He maintained that when Great Britain launched the option of onlineregistration in March 2015, over two million Britons registered to vote online during thefive weeks prior to the deadline for the national elections.African democracies are in the process of co-ordinating a generation jump inapplied technology (Chan, 2017). In Nigeria, the process of casting a ballot has been themarking of a paper ballot with a pen and counting the paper ballots manually. INEC hasrecently secured an approval from the Nigerian Senate to use the electronic voting systemin the 2019 general elections as a means to advance credibility, integrity and legitimacy,ensuring stronger democracy for the country.Prior to the 2015 general elections in Nigeria INEC had used temporary voter’scards (TVCs) instead of permanent voters’ cards (PVCs) to vote at various elections makinga recipe for monumental rigging of votes. INEC introduced the use of PVCs for use in the2015 general elections. The PVCs have many components and specialized features like thebase substrate, security printing, personalization, lamination and chip embedding with anaverage life span of ten years, Ayinde and Idowu (2016). The embedded chip in the PVCcontains all the biometrics of a legitimate holder including the fingerprints and facialimage.
THE VOTER’S CARD READERThe voter’s card reader is a portable electronic device issued by the Independent NationalElectoral Commission (INEC), configured to read the permanent voter’s cards, verify thevoters and transmit information to a central database for the purpose of election resultcollations. The device uses a cryptographic technology that has ultra-low powerconsumption, with a single core frequency of 1.2GHz and an Android 4.2.2. Operatingsystem (INEC, 2015).The voter’s card reader is designed to read the chip programmed in the PVCs toverify their authenticity and verify the intending voters by matching the biometricsobtained from the voters on the spot with the ones stored on the PVCs (Dahiru, Abdulkadir,Baba, 2015). The voter’s card reader also has the ability to keep a tally of the total numberof voters accredited at the polling unit and forward it to a central database server over aglobal system for mobile (GSM) network. It keeps the statistics of the voters’ gender foreasy collation.The PVC is placed into a port in the voter’s card reader, which then displays thevoter’s details. When the voter places his/her thumb on the device, and within 10-20seconds, his/ her identity is confirmed through the fingerprint authentication systemexcept when there are some technical glitches. On completion of the accreditation process,“a close-v” key is used to complete or end the process, while the total number of accreditedvoters can be previewed using the “query” key. The “communication” key is used toforward results to INEC’s central database (INEC, 2015).
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKThe Cybernetics Model of Communications TheoryThis work adopts the Cybernetic Model of Communications TheoryCybernetics is the branch of science concerned with the study of systems of any nature,which are capable of receiving, storing and processing information to use it for control. Theterm “cybernetics” was coined by the mathematician Norbert Weiner in 1948 to encompass“the entire field of control and communication theory, whether in the machine or in theanimal” (American Society for Cybernetics n.d.). The communications theory wasdeveloped through the pioneering research efforts of Norbert Wiener, Louis Couffignal,John von Neumann, McCulloch, W. Ross Ashby, Alan Turing, W. Grey Walter and Karl W.Deutsch. Deutsch introduced the techniques of cybernetics to the sphere of politicalanalysis through his work “The Nerves of Government: Models of Political Communicationand Control” which happens to be the first attempt to formulate a fully developed theory ofpolitics based on a communications model. However, it was Wiener’s work: “Cybernetics”that gave the cybernetics model its analytic fervour. Wiener further popularized the socialimplications of the model, drawing analogies between automatic systems and humaninstitutions in his work, “The Human Use of Human Beings: Cybernetics and Society.”According to Gauba (2003), “cybernetics is the study of the operation of control andcommunication systems; it deals both with biological systems and man-made machinery”(p. 98). The term “cybernetics...covers not only the versions of information theory...but thetheory of games, self-controlling machines, computers and the physiology of the nervoussystem” (Varma, 1975, pp. 432-3). “The system codes incoming information, recognizespatterns, stores the patterns in its memory unit, learns from its experience, recallsinformation on command, recombines information in new patterns, and applies storedinformation to problem-solving and decision-making” (Winner, 1969, p. 9). Cyberneticstheories focus on how systems function, that is to say how they control their actions, howthey communicate with other systems or with their own components. According to thewikibooks, the cybernetics theories tend to rest on four basic pillars: circularity, variety,process and observation.One of the earliest studies on voting decisions where the cybernetics model wasapplied to is “The American Voter” where Angus Campbell led other researchers to givesophisticated accounts of how computer technology influences electoral processes. In thefield of computer technology, cybernetics has become a conceptual relic of communicationstheory.The cybernetics model of communications theory has therefore been adopted as atool for assessing the impact of Information and Communications Technology (ICT),particularly the card reader, in conducting a free, fair and credible election in Nigeria’sGeneral Elections between 2012-2017. The growing complexity of the world has made theuse of ICT for administrative purposes a desideratum. The 21st century is described as the“electric” or “jet” age in order to underscore the importance and pervasiveness of computertechnology in different spheres of human existence hence; the practice of politics hasincreasingly involved the use of electronic mass media, mobile telephony and high-speeddigital computers. Men, machines, and political units all use and dispose of information
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from their environments in essentially the same manner, acting on certain varieties ofmessages and rejecting others.Accordingly, Momodu (2014) argues that relying on election rigging is becomingobsolete and increasingly difficult as social media and mobile telephony are breaking downthose walls that aided electoral malfeasance in the recent past. As an activity in which menand machines are involved hand-in-circuit, it is not surprising that the cybernetics modelshould become plausible as a basis for understanding the use of technology in electoralprocess.
EMPERICAL REVIEWTHE BACKGROUND OF THE USE OF THE VOTER’S CARD READERThe voter’s card reader is an electronic device used during the accreditation of voters forthe purpose on an election. According to Golden, Kramon & Ofosu (2014, p.1), “thesetechnological solutions, such as electronic voting machines, polling station webcams andbiometric identification equipment, offer the promise of rapid, accurate, and ostensiblytamper-proof innovations that are expected to reduce fraud in the processes ofregistration, voting or vote count aggregation”. Biometric identification machinesauthenticate the identity of voters using biometric markers, such as fingerprints, that arealmost impossible to counterfeit.Nigeria’s quest for e-voting started in the Second Republic when the Chairman of thedefunct Federal Electoral Commission (FEDECO), late Justice Victor Ovie-Whiskey, mootedthe idea for the 1983 elections. The motion was however, opposed by the then leader of thedefunct Unity Party of Nigeria (UPN) late Chief Obafemi Awolowo,  who threatened tomobilise his supporters to smash the machines. In 2006, when the former INEC ChairmanProf. Maurice Iwu proposed the e-voting for the 2007 elections, it was still greeted withcriticism. According to Salaudeen (2013), the pan-Yoruba socio-political group, Afenifere,rejected the method saying that the country was not ripe for it. Salaudeen (2013) notedthat Anifere cited low literacy level and lack of time to ascertain its workability as anexcuse to their objection to e-voting. Besides, the organization alleged that Iwu had ahidden agenda and if the proposal were approved, would serve as a rigging mechanism forhim. Some politicians especially from the north opposed the idea of PVC on the ground thatit offended their culture and religion, but the INEC Chairman Prof. Iwu swayed them whenhe informed them that if they had no objection having photographs on their internationalpassports, then there was no cogent reason to oppose such procedure in the new voter’scard. Prof. Iwu’s proposal was however, dismissed by the Senate with one of the reasonsbeing the low literacy level of Nigeria’s voting population. Nigeria witnessed the first use ofbiometric registration in 2007 general elections. However, there was no electronicverification during accreditation and voters were issued with TVCs for use at the elections.According to Suberu (2007), the election turned out to be very controversial with somescholars and observers describing it as the worst election in the annals of general electionsin the country.On the June 8th 2010, Prof. Attahiru Jega was nominated by the then PresidentGoodluck Jonathan as the new INEC Chairman subject to Senate confirmation as areplacement for Prof. Maurice Iwu who vacated office on 28th April 2010 at the expiration
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of his term. Prof. Jega continued with the pursuit for electronic voting with the first step ofconducting a fresh voter’s registration using electronic data capturing system ofregistration. With the approval of the electronic data capturing system of registration bythe Senate in 2010, INEC embarked on the purchase and deployment of 120,000 compositeelectronic voter registration equipment, principally laptop computers, fingerprintscanners, high resolution cameras, backup power packs and integrated printers forproducing temporary but high quality voters cards that can be used for the proposedJanuary 2011 general elections. With the fresh biometric voters’ registration exercise in2010 there has been continuous voter registration exercise going on in INEC to update theregister for the purpose of including persons who recently attained the age of 18 or whodid not register previously. After the 2011 general elections, there were claims and counterclaims of exclusion by prospective voters while the voter turnout could not reconcile withthe number of registered voters because the voters’ register was oversubscribed withfictive and non-existent persons/names. This experience drove INEC to the determinationof using PVCs and voters’ card readers to improve the process.To demonstrate the operation of the card readers for accreditation, INEC organiseda test trial of the proposed card readers in twelve states. With about 90% success rate fromthe test trial of the voter’s card reader on March 7th 2015, the Senate approved the use ofthe voters’ card readers for accreditation in the general elections and the use of PVCs onlyfor accreditation and voting. Although the public outcry that greeted the planned use of thecard reader was enough to discourage INEC from using it in the general elections, INEC hadconfidence in the efficacy of modern technology in achieving quick result coupled with itsvision to transform the country’s electoral process from its archaic norms characterized byballot box snatching and multiplicity of ballot tomb printing, and went ahead of INEC in theuse of the voter’s card reader machine for the general election, some challenges wereinevitably apparent, though the election was still adjudged by domestic and internationalobservers as being the best in Nigeria so far.to use the technology, against all hitches(Nnorom,  2015). However, despite the confidenceTHE USEFULNESS OF THE VOTER’S CARD READER IN THE NIGERIA’S GENERAL ELECTIONThe main use of the voter’s card reader is to verify PVCs and voters who are eligible to voteand keep an electronic record of the particulars of those accredited to vote. Whileappraising the INEC smart card reader, John (2015) avers that “the card reader shall storethe VIN of the scanned card and the accreditation status – successful or failed, after whichthe device shall show the total number of accreditation at the press of a single button andtransmits the total number of accredited voters to a central server”. The followingstatements by Prof. Jega while addressing the press shortly after the interactive sessionwith Senators at the National Assembly, Abuja were extracted from the Vanguard (2015) insupport of the use of the voter’s card reader:“An election is said to be validly conducted if it meets certain basic requirements, includingaccreditation of voters.”“The use of card reader for the purpose of accreditation of voters is one of the innovationsintroduced by the Commission to improve the credibility of the electoral process.” (INECFrequently Asked Questions n.d.)
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“It is not offensive to the Electoral Act or to the 1999 Constitution. It adds value to thedesires of Nigerians to have a credible election in line with International Best Practice.”“Although Section 52 of the Electoral Act prohibits the use of electronic voting, the cardreader is not a voting machine; it is only an electronic machine introduced to improve theintegrity of the voting process.”According to a press release by Idowu (2015), the Chief Press Secretary to INEC Chairman,the decision to deploy SCRs for the 2015 General Elections, have four main objectives.i. To verify PVCs presented by voters at polling units and ensure that they aregenuine, INEC-issued (not cloned) cards.ii. To biometrically authenticate the person who presents PVC at the polling unitand ensure that he/she is the legitimate holder of the card. In this regard, therewere a few issues in some states during the public demonstration. Overall, 59%of voters who turned out for the demonstration had their fingerprintssuccessfully authenticated.iii. To provide disaggregated data of accredited voters in male/female andelderly/youth	 categories―	 a	 disaggregation	 that	 is	 vital	 for	 research	 and	planning purposes, but which INEC until now had been unable to achieve. Thedemonstration fully served this objective.i. To send the data of all accredited voters to INEC’s central server, equipping theCommission to be able to audit figures subsequently filed by polling officials atthe polling units and, thereby, be able to determine if fraudulent alterationswere made. The public demonstration also succeeded wholly in this regard(http://inecnigeria.org/inecnews).Prof. Jega had on many occasions observed that the use of the voter’s card readers wouldincrease the credibility of the election process because of its numerous advantages. Someadvantages of the voter’s card reader include:a. Once the card reader is configured, it can only read PVCs issued by INEC at thepolling units that it has been configured for. This means that the indiscriminate useof PVCs for voting in multiple polling units and the use of fake PVCs is eliminatedfrom the process.b. It reads the embedded chip card rather than the barcode, which enablesauthentication of the identity of the voter by matching his or her fingerprint withthat on the chip of the card; this guards against impersonation.c. The voter’s card reader keeps tally of all cards read and of all voters verified withtheir details, including the time of verification. The voter’s card reader thereforefacilitates the electronic documentation of voter statistics.d. Information from the voter’s card reader is sent to a central server from pollingunits. This promotes better collation and audit of election results.e. It helps in the statistical analysis of the demographics of voting, something INEC hadnot been able to do effectively.
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f. The ward collation officer uses the information on the voter’s card reader to auditpolling unit result sheets and determine whether accreditation figures have beenaltered; a common feature of electoral fraud in our jurisdiction.g. The voter’s card reader has the capacity to prevent or minimize electoralmalpractice by preventing multiple accreditation or impersonation and ensuringthat the election officials do not go out of the way to bloat voting scores beyond thenumber of voters accredited.THE IMPACT OF ELECTRONIC CARD READER ON THE NIGERIA’S 2015 GENERALELECTIONS:The adoption of the card reader was one of the initiatives of INEC to arrest the inflation ofvoter roll in the country. At the end of the voter registration exercise in 2011, theCommission claimed that 73 million Nigerians had registered, out of which the AutomatedFingerprint Identification System (AFIS) had removed 800,000 persons for doubleregistration (Aziken, 2015). This was the first time in the history of Nigeria that details ofdouble registrants were removed from the voter’s register, and considering that a credibleelection begins with a credible voter registration with a valid identification for the election,the registration exercise was pertinent for the upcoming 2015 General Elections. ProffesorJega noted that INEC did not see the need for an amendment of the Electoral Act toaccommodate the use of the card reader and that the Commission would not revert tomanual accreditation of voters during the elections nor will it use the Temporary Voter’sCard (TVC) for the elections. The impact of the voter’s card reader will be assessed indifferent sub headings:2015 General Election and Voter TurnoutDespite the enthusiasm in the air on how to embrace and cope with the use of an electronicdevice for accreditation, the voter turnout for the General Elections was poor whencompared to the last two General Elections. Table A. below shows the voter turnout in the2015 Presidential election: % of Registered VotersNo. of Valid Votes 28,587,564 42.40%No. of Rejected Votes 844,519 1.25%No. of Votes Cast 29,432,083 43.65%No. of Accredited Voters 31,746,490 47.08%No. of Registered Voters 67,422,005Source: inec.gov.ng/The voter turnout is the percentage of registered voters who actually voted. Studies haveidentified some causes of low voter turnout, which might affect elections, namely:difficulties of registering and of voting, voter fatigue, negative campaigning (Niemi andWeisberg, 1998; Krupnikov, 2011), security lapses leading to fear by voters, etc. The 2015General Elections suffered these lapses in varying degrees. While 31,746,490 voters wereaccredited, only 29,432,083 actually stayed to vote. The table below shows a comparison ofvoter turnout between 2007-2015 general elections.
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Table B: 2007, 2011, and 2015 General Elections figures compared:Year VoterTurnout Total Vote Registration VAPTurnout Voting AgePopulation Population InvalidVotes2015 43.65% 29,432,083 67,422,005 32.11% 91,669,056 181,562,056 2.8%2011 53.68% 39,469,484 73,528,040 48.32% 81,691,751 155,215,573 3.19%2007 57.49% 35,397,517 61,567,036 49.85% 71,005,507 131,859,731Source: International IDEA: http://www.idea.int/vt/countryview.cfm?CountryCode=NIGNote: VAP means Voting Age Population.Information from the above table shows that Nigeria witnessed a low turnout in the 2015General Elections as the voter turnout in percentage is lowest in the table above. The use ofthe card reader slowed down the accreditation process, as the fingerprint scanners of manywere faulty. This led to the election exercise extending to the next day at several pollingunits and some voters who did not have the patience to wait had to leave withoutaccreditation and voting. No wonder the former President Goodluck Jonathan having stoodfor over 30 minutes as the card reader malfunctioned urged Nigerians to be patient withthe process as the election is one that the world is looking up to. According to Sotubo(2015) while reporting on the then President’s accreditation, “three card readers failed towork, but a fourth was produced and began working”. Some voters were not willing tomake the sacrifice of waiting for too long and left without being accredited while somewere accredited but could not wait behind to vote when accreditation was over.2015 General Election and its CredibilityWhile the use of the biometric technologies did not entirely make the elections free andfair, they however, accounted for their credibility. The credibility of the elections, arisingfrom the use of the anti-rigging technology, is also deducible from the fact that it is the firsttime in the electoral annals of Nigeria that many candidates would concede defeat and callto congratulate the winners. This happened first at the national level when PresidentGoodluck Jonathan called to congratulate General Muhammadu Buhari on March 31, 2015.This exemplary conduct was emulated by defeated PDP governorship candidates in Niger,Benue, Adamawa, Lagos, Kaduna and Oyo States. It was also the first time so manyincumbent governors would lose their senatorial ambitions to opposition party candidates.This happened in Adamawa, Bauchi, Benue, Niger and Kebbi States.Arising from the Election Observation Missions (EOMs) unanimous acclamation ofthe outcome of the 2015 General Elections, these international development partners notonly repose more confidence in INEC and Nigeria’s elections but also are keener tocollaborate with the Commission in order to ensure that future elections in the country aretruly free, fair and credible. Moreover, the goodwill gesture of some of these developmentpartners to Nigeria has been demonstrated through the request of the Group of Seven (G-7)most industrialized countries asking General Muhammadu Buhari to prepare a “wish list”
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and come with it for its consideration during its 41st Summit held between June 7 and 8,2015 in Bavaria. Thus, the Outreach Programme for invited heads of government andglobal institutions offered President Buhari the opportunity to meet with Angela Merkel,Barrack Obama, Francois Hollande, David Cameron, Stephen Harper, Shinzo Abe, Jim YongKim, Ban Ki Moon, Angel Gurria, Christine Lagarde and Guy Rider of Germany, USA, France,UK, Canada, Japan, the World Bank Group, the United Nations, the Organization forEconomic Cooperation and Development, the International Monetary Fund and theInternational Labour Organization respectively. This gesture is a demonstration of thesepartners’ confidence in the electoral process that produced the present government inNigeria.Acknowledging the success of the general elections, Election Observation Missions(EOMs) of the Commonwealth, the African Union (AU) and Economic Community Of WestAfrican States (ECOWAS), accredited domestic and international EOMs unanimouslydescribed the elections as peaceful, transparent and generally credible (Nwanwgu, 2015).Among others, the observers attributed the credibility of the elections to INEC’s insistenceon the use of the PVCs and SCR.The 2015 General Election and Election PetitionsThe 2015 elections have witnessed a general reduction in election litigations. The totalnumber of petitions filed after the 2003 General Elections was 560. By 2007, the petitionsincreased to 3000. 733 elections petitions were filed at the various Election PetitionTribunals across the Federation after the 2011 General Elections. Unlike in the 1999, 2003,2007 and 2011 elections, there have not been avalanche of electoral petitions in 2015. Thegovernorship, NASS and SASS petitions filed at the tribunals in Abia, Akwa-Ibom, Delta,Ebonyi, Imo, Rivers, Taraba, among others, were due to the general failure or non-use ofthe voter’s card readers for accreditation and PVC authentication in these areas.Most of the candidates that lost in the 2015 general elections did not challenge theoutcome; rather some accepted defeat in good faith and congratulated the winners. Forinstance, the presidential candidate of the PDP, Goodluck Jonathan congratulated the APCpresidential candidate Muhammadu Buhari who emerged the winner of the election. Thisbehaviour cut across states of the federation in the other positions contested in theelections.According to the INEC Chairman Prof. Yakubu Mahmood, INEC was made party to680 cases filed by the various political parties at the end of the 2015 elections and withthis, the 2015 general elections so far has the least petitions ever (INEC, 2015). This hasbeen attributed to the transparency created by the use of the card reader for accreditation.Besides, electoral conflicts and violence was minimal as the election was seen to betransparent and credible due to the use of the card reader (Odiakose, 2015).
FINDINGSINEC used the voter’s card reader for the first time in the 2015 general election. This novelintroduction is an attestation that the country is gradually transiting from manualprocesses to infusing technology into its voting processes and election culture. This paperanalysed the impact of voter’s card reader on Nigeria’s general elections. It acknowledgedthe positive contributions the voter’s card readers have offered the electoral process in
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Nigeria between 2012 to 2017 and the shortcomings experienced by the use of the device.The following findings were made:1. The deployment of voter’s card readers for the purpose of accreditation istechnologically innovative and has rekindled the confidence of many Nigerian voters alongwith that of development partners in INEC due to improved credibility ratings withNigeria’s last general elections.2. Reports from many accredited observers and media organizations as well as domesticand international observers all confirm that the 2015 general elections were morecredible than the previous elections in Nigeria.3. Although the card reader device experienced some glitches in its operation, it curbedelectoral rigging to a reasonable extent and largely accounts for the significant drop inthe volume of election petitions filed by aggrieved candidates and political parties whencompared with that of previous general elections. This is due to the difficulty in doublevoting and impersonation. More so, evidence provided by the device on number ofaccredited voters, cannot be short of the votes cast.4. The usefulness of the voter’s card reader for accreditation and collation of electionresults cannot be over emphasised. It has restored dignity and credibility to theelectoral process.5. The reliability of the device during a general election is not assured as the use of manualaccreditation to supplement for accreditation where the card reader fails still lingersafter two years of introducing the technology in Nigeria’s electoral system. The NigerianSenate has however banned the use of manual accreditation and approved the use offull biometric accreditation using the smart card reader from the next general electionin 2019. If the issue of card reader failure is not resolved by then, the election credibleratings may drop.6. The voter’s card reader has made a great impact in Nigeria’s electoral process and hasresulted to the reduced election litigations and increased credibility ratings of electionsby IFES, international and domestic observers, organizations and stakeholders.7. However, the failure rate of the voter’s card readers in verifying the identities of theowners and incompetency of election officials responsible for the card readers causeddelay to the process, which led INEC to authorize the use of manual accreditation tocomplete accreditation where the card reader would not work properly. Thisarrangement was to ensure that no person was disenfranchised due to a faulty or slowcard reader operation.8. The difference in the number of voter turnout, accredited voters and votes cast hasbeen attributed to the stress and delays in the use of the card readers, as voters had toremain at the polling units long after their accreditation before voting commenced.The introduction of an electronic based voter register and the deployment of voter’s cardreaders for elections in Nigeria is a giant step in the drive to reform the nation’s electoralprocess.
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RECOMMENDATIONSFrom the foregoing discussions and findings, the study recommends as follows:1. INEC should improve the quality of the PVCs issued to voters to prevent thepossibilities of obsoleteness of cards used by the card readers. This is because,during the last general election several PVCs were already defaced and informationon them unreadable.2. Training of election officials for expertise in handling the card readers is highlyrecommended. Considering that minor issues such as non-removal of thin film fromdevice lenses could disrupt accreditation, effort should be intensified in givingelection officials the much-needed training to efficiently and effectively operate thevoter’s card.3. INEC should improve the software and technology of the voter’s card reader toavoid the glitches so far experienced with the card readers reoccurring insubsequent elections. The past general elections reveal that technology has shownits merit in Nigeria’s electoral process and therefore should be improved for betterand newer features.4. There should be enough spare voters’ card readers and batteries to go round thepolling units for use should in case the card reader in use fails.5. Biometric verification does not curb illegitimate registration wherein persons belowthe age of 18 are registered. In addition, INEC Automated Fingerprint IdentificationSystem (AFIS) has not functioned optimally in dictating double registrants. This hasaccounted for people owning and holding multiple PVCs. It is recommended thatINEC upgrade AFIS software to dictate and eliminate all double registrants. Atechnology capable of rejecting under-aged persons at the point of registrationshould be developed in order to check irregularities throughout the electoral cycle.6. Further studies should be undertaken to study the prospects of modernization ofNigeria’s electoral process through technology especially in the area of the voter’scard readers, PVCs and ways of curbing technical challenges arising therefrom.
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